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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Camille Saint-Saens was one of' the most prolif'ie com

posers of his time. He explored every avenue o:f composition 

and achieved considerable fame. In the area of solo piano 

music, however, some critics belj.eve that many of his com

positions have not w5.thstood the test of time. Gilbert 

Chase says: 

As a pianist of great skill, one might 
assume that Saint-Sa.ens would bring unusual 
qualities to the composition of his piano 
music. But hie musio .for piano solo is the 
moat disappointing portion of his production •. 
Facile and superficial in conception, plati
tudinous and banal in expression, it is well
nigh valueless as a contribution to pianoi'orte 
lite1 .. ature. Some of these pieces a.re useful 
.from a technical point oi' view, and for this 
reason are still played by eonversatory pupils; 
but only three or four pieces figure with any 
frequency on concert programs. Of these, by 
far the most popular is the charming C~rice 
sur les de Ballet d 1 Aleeste (1867}; S nt-Saena 
lilmse!?',nowever, classified this as a 
trsnsoription.l 

The purpose of this thesis is not to evaluate, praise, 

or condemn his solo piano music but rather to examine all 

of it and point out special features of the compositions 

which may contribute to a better understanding of them. 

loilbert Chase, 0 charles Ce.111ille Saint-Saens.," The Inter
national Cyclopedia of Music and Musicians, ed. Oscar Thompson 
(New York: Dodd, Mead and Co., 1956), p. 1606. 

1 
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The piano music in this thesis does not include any tran

scriptions or concertos but only music originally written 

by Saint-Saens for solo piano. 

The writer has selected the Saint-Saens piano music 

because there has been no critical analysis of this music 

and it was felt that an analytical technique could be evolved 

in this instance which would not only throw light upon the 

music of this study but also provide a means of developing 

an analytical technique per se. 

Each of' the fifty-eight compositions has been examined 

in respect to form, treatment of melodic themes and accom

paniments, and technical aptitude necessary in the performance 

of each piece. 

It is hoped that this study may provide new interest 

in a wealth of piano literature wh:bch has previously remained 

comparatively unnoticed and that it may bring to the admirer 

of Saint-Saens added information about his pianistic style. 

The teacher of piano may also find here some guidance in the 

selection of certain pieces for study and recital purposes. 



CHAPTER II 

CA1'\1ILLE SAINT-SAENS: HIS LIF'E iHiD t,ffiSI C 

His Life 

Undoubtedly the greatest name in the last of the nine

teenth and first of the twentieth century of French music is 

that of Charles Camille Saint-Saens. During his lif'etime he 

achieved fa.me as composer, pianist, and organist, Born in 

Paris on October 9, 1835, he belongs to that older generation 

which witnessed the rise and fall of Meyerbeer, and the 

triumph of Gounod. 1

When Saint-Saens was a boy, Mendelssohn, 
Chopin ., and Schumann were alive; Meyerbeer was 
the supreme master of opera; Berlioz was striving 
hard to obtain recognition; Wagner and Verdi 
were at the beginning of their glorious careers; 
Gounod having lately won the Prix de Rome, was 
earning his livelihood as an organist; Dumas, 
Balzac, Victor Hugo, Georges Sand, were at the 
zenith of their fame • • • • 2 

In the latter part of his long and productive career 

which extended into the twentieth century, he witnessed the 

· height o'f Impressionism with Debussy as outstanding innovator

l:Arthur Elson, Modern Com1osers of Europe (Boston:
L. c. Page and Co., !922), p. 15. 

- -

2Arthur Hervey ., Saint-Saens (New York: Dodd Nead and
Co., 1921) p. vii. 

3 
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and the eoming of age of Modern music at the hands of Richard 

Strauss, Charpentier and others. 

Saint-Saens was brought up by his mother, his consumptive 

father having died soon after the child1s birth. His great

aunt gave his piano lessons when he was two and a half years 

old. He showed remarkable aptitude for music; his preco

ciousness is comparable to that of Mozart. 

The loving care tempered by sound 
eommon sense of the two women upon whom, 
by natural circumstances, devolved the care 
of this genius in embryo, is surely reflected 
in the warm humanity of his music, and in 
the clearness of thought and adaptability to 
the opportunities of life that contributed 
largely towards the eminence of his professional 
career.3 

The music world is greati'ul to these two women for their 

sound judgment in rearing this exceptional child. Indeed, 

had he been exploited at an early age by his elders as the 

young Mozart was, he may not have been blessed with such a 

long and versatile career. 

The young Saint-Saens was composing little piano pieces 

and songs at the age of six. "Looking over these childish 

compositions in his old age, he noted w:'t.th satisfaction that, 

though immature, they were written with perfect correctness; 

throughout his life he cherished this ideal of eorrectnes�. n4 

3watson Lyle ,, Camille Saint-Saens, His Life and Art
(New York: E. P. Dutton and Co., 1923}, �5.

- -

4chase, .Q.E._. _Qll., p. 1604. 



When he was a little over four and a half, Saint-Saens 

exoi ted much interest by his performance of the piano pa.rt 

in a Beethoven sonata. .for violin and pianoforte before a 

semi-private audience in the drawi.ng-room of friends of his 

mother and aunt.5 ttA friend remonstrated with Mme. Saint

Saens for allowing her boy to play Beethoven Sonatas, then 

considered food for grown-ups only. In reply to the sar

castic inquiry as to what music her son would play when he 

was twenty she made the strangely-prophetic reply that he 

would play his own.u6 

At seven he began to study with the excellent teacher 

Stamaty, and his later Hork with Maleden, Halevy, and Benoist 

gave him a start in harmony, composition and organ-playing.7 

He was launched upon his professional career at the 

age of ten years and seven months when ho made his debut 

in Paris. 

An Italian orchestra, conducted by 
Tilmant, was engaged for the occasion. The 
young artist played the parts for solo piano
forte in Beethoven's Concerto No. 3 in C minor 
and in a Mozart Concerto in B flat. He also 
played some smal!er pieces, a Sonata of Hunnnel, 
a Prelude and Fugqe of Bach, and items of 
Hendel and Kalkbrenner. All these he played 
from memory, which was not only very unusual 
at that time, but, even many years later, was 
an innovation that was frowned upon by the 
hide-bound pedants. This concert was a 

5 
Lyle, .2£• Cit., P• 6. 

6Ibid., p. 10. 

7F,lson, Op • .21:1~, p. 115~ 



tremendous success, and the boy was hailed B 
by the press of the day as a second Mozart. 

Stamaty was keen to exploit his amazingly talented 

6 

pupil but Mme. Saint-Saens, deciding that the fleeting success 

of a hardly-worked prodigy should not be allowed to endanger 

the triumph of the matured artist, declined to consider the 

matter, and a coolness resulted which ended the tutorship.9 

During the half-dozen years that followed, his attention, 

except for a .few public appearances I was directed to his 

further musical and general education. 

At sixteen Saint-Saens produced his first symphony and 

started on his long and colorful musical career. Two years 

later he became church organist of Saint Mary where he served 

five years. He served in a similar capacity at the Madeleine. 

In this position he won great renown by his remarkable im

provisations.10 

In the years 1861-1865 he was professor of piano at 

Niederraeyer•s Ecole Religieuse, the only period in his life 

devoted to teaching. 

and Oigout.11 

/ Among his pupils WP-re Faure, Messager 

The period following the Franco-11russian War of 1870 

represents an important phase in the career of Saint-Saens. 

8tyle, .QE.• Cit., p. 9. 

9Ibid. 

lOibid., p. 11. 

llchase, .Q.2. Cit., p. 1604. 
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/ 
In 1871 he founded, with Romain Bussine, the Societe Nationale 

~ Musique for the encouragement of the French instrumental. 

school which was beginning to emerge. 

Until this time French music had been dominated 
by the theatre, but now the rise of s-ymphony 
orchestras like those of Pasdeloup, Colonna, 
and Lamoureux, favored the development of the 
new symphonic school represented by such composers 
as Franck, Che.us son, Lalo, d I Indy, and Faure"'. 
To this movement Saint-Saens contributed a 
remarkable series of symphonic poems which did 
much to enhance the interest and prestige of 
French orchestral music.12 

In his later years, Saint-Saens traveled widely. He 

made several sojourns to South Africa. It wa E! here he de ... 

rived local color for his Suite Algerierme.13 lie also visited 

in Indo-China, South America and the United States. 

Some of his impressions oi' .America seem worth noting. 

He performed his G minor Concerto for President Roosevelt. 

He was very pleased with his reception, saying, "Nowhere 

have I found a more attentive public, more silent and enthu

siastic.1114 

Of the American people, he said, "I found them both 

courteous and sympathetic •• • • True, in Arnorica it is 

woman who reigns, even a little too much, I am inrormed; 

still, she remains essentially woman and she reigns as she 

12chase, .2.E.• Cit., p. 1605. 

1 3Ibid. 

14.camille Saint-Saens, Outs)oken Essazs on Music (New 
York: E .• P. Dutton and Co., 1922 , p. 144. 
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has the right to do, by her charm and grace, her irrestible 

seductiveness. 0 15 

O.f his visit to Washington end his seetng the La Fayette 

and Rochambeau statues, he comments, "The Americans have one 

quality which touched me greatly, they are not ungrateful: 

they have not forgotten the pa.rt played by France in their 

independence."16 

Saint-Saens liked America as a place to visit, but not 

to live. 0 Born in the early part of the nineteenth century, 

I belong to the past, whether I like it or not. I shall 

always pre.fer our old cities, the sacred relics of Europe, 

before all the comfort of a young nation. 1117 

It was during one of his visits in Algiers that he died, 

December 16, 1921. 18 He had led an active and useful life, 

and he retained his vigor and energy to the last. 

His Music 

Saint-Saens "possessed an un1'ailing and attractive 

melodic inspiration, a facile technique, and a subtle appre-

ciation of tone color. • • • nl9 It is this feeling of tone 

15Ibid., p. 139. 

16Ibid., p. 144. 

17Ibid., P• 150. 

18cha.se, .2E. ~ .ill· , p. 1605 • 



color, 

not always expressed by original methods, but 
unfailingly correct, that drapes his lesser 
creations with a shimmering garment of illusion 
which blinds us, perhaps, to the commonplaceness 
of an accompaniment figure; and it is the same 
quality whic.h irradiates his more erudite and 
enduring inspirations with a light that makes 
them comprehensible and appealing to the 
musically untaught. His manner is classical 
but not obtuse.20 

9 

From his sixth year he composed almost incessantly, in 

every category of music: his output was consequently enormous. 

This remar#kable and versatile man composed n1usic with ease 

and spontaneity in whatE.,ver field he chose. His numerous 

oomposi tions include symphonies, stage works, oonce1,tos for 

piano, violin and cello_ symphonic tone poems, orchestral 

sui tea; organ works, piano wo1,,ks, 01,.atorios, masses, and 

songs. 

His most individual works belong to the realm of abso

lute musio. 

The very much larger output concerned with 
programme music in varying phases is representa
tive of his extraordinary abilities as a musician: 
and over the works belonging to both olass1-
ficat1ons is found his sensitive feeling for tonal 
color, and his rhythmic and melodic fertility 
which are as the imprint of' his genius.21 

Sa.int-Saens cultivated adaptability in method of expres

sion early in his career. "To quote Gounod, 'He could write 

at will in the style of Rossini, Verdi, Schumann, or Wagner. 

20tyle, .2£• ill•, P• 47 • 
21Ib1d • . 
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He is a musician ar~ned with every weapon; he knows the masters 

by heart. 1 tt22 

·when composing the majority of his works, Saint-Saens 

wrote steadily until the composition was .finished. Occasionally 

a work would be constructed !'rom a series of sketches, .briefly 

noted 1n inspired moments, but evidently Saint-Saens was 

less addicted to the sketch-book habit than was Beethoven. 

He seldom revised his larger works. Probably this explains 

the spontaneity that pervades his music.23 lie maintained 

that he wrote music tt I as an apple-tree produces apples• 1 rt24 

Composition, to him, was a natural function rather than an 

emotional experience. nHe denied, indeed, the value of 

emotions and inspi:ration in musical creation."25 

Saint-Saens regarded music as a formal combination of 

pleasing sounds. 

What he sought was purity or style and perfection 
of* f'o1-,:n. 'The artist who does not feel completely 
satisried by elegant lines, by harmonious colours, 
and by beautiful succession of chords," he de
clared dogmatically, "does not understand the art 
of music.n He condemned the search ror origin
ality as fatal to art.26 

One would think this theory would lead to the culti

vation of strict, "pure," music devoid of descriptiveness 

and picturesqueness. But Saint-Saens actually took the lead 

22Ibid., p. 49. 23Ibid., p. 5o. 
24chase, .QE• Cit • ., p., 1605. 

25Ibid. 
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:tn developing the s:vmphonic poem 1n Pre.nee and his Rouet 

d'Omphal� and Danse Macabre remain models of descriptive 

music.2'"/ 

He was a master of progrHD"JrJ.o music "with reservation." 

He steered clear of excessive realism or emotional extra,., 

va.gance of any kind. "Music might be descriptive or evocative 

as long as it remained strictly •musical• in expression. 1128

The Fifth Piano Concerto and the Fantasia. "Africa" are con-

spiouous examples of Saint-Saens' ''power of suggesting his 

sound-picture by means of faint outline� and sensitive colour

ing, rather than b:7 sharp prints of direct sound photography. 11 29 

Saint-Saens entertained great success in the theater 

although he had great difficulty getting started. He had 

trouble finding a producer for Sarnson et Delila. It was 

considered "too serious." ''But Liszt with his unusual per

spicacity recognized the value o:f the work and with his usual 

generousity produced it at Weimar, on December 2, 1877. n30

,. It was not until fifteen years later that the Paris Opera 

accepted Samson ,tl Delila and the performance took place 

liovember 23� 1892 • .31 

27chase, .2E.• �., P• 1605.

28Ibid. 

29tyla, ..Ql?.• Cit,, P• 52.

30chase, Qe., Cit., p. 1605.

31Ib1d. 
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This paved the way, so to speak, for the many operas 

he produee-d in the years that .followed. 

In Saint-Saens' piano mµsic, particularly in the con-

certos, there is a mannerism that is 

partly of Liszt and partly or Ohopin •••• 
A broad melody in octaves, for right hand, 
may be accompanied by flowing arpeggi for 
left hand, with or without orchestral support. 
Typical examples of this occur in the second 
movement of the Fifth Piano Concerto, in the 
first movement of the Second Piano Concerto, 
and in the First Sonata for violinoello ana 
piano.32 

Saint-Saens' solo piano works oover a variety of types. 

Of the six etudes, Op. 52 ( 1877) , the l~tude 
de Rthme is a valuable study of three note's 
aga½ist two, while the Etude en fonne de Valse 
is a .favorite concert piece. Six otheretudes, 
Op. 111, are exponents of advanced piano 
technique. Particularly attractive are the 
three mazurkas, and the combinations of old 
and new styles in the Minuet et Valse, Op. 56. 
His transcriptions include exai=pta from Baoh, 
and the favorite Caprice on Airs from Gluek•s 
Alceste.33 - --

Saint-Se.ens was equally at home when composing symphonic 

works for the concert stage and it was here that he won his 

greatest triumphs. The s"jllllphony of his youth had been followed 

by four others, same of which introduce piano and organ as 

an integral part of the orchestra.34 

In literature, a.a in music, he has expressed himself 

1n the moat diverse forms. 

32Lyle, .21?.• Cit., pp. 53-54. 

33clarenoe G. Hamilton, . Pia..l'l? Music: ~ Composers and 
Characteristics (Boston: Oliver D1tson Co., 1925), p. 194" 

34Elson, Op. Cit. t p. 122. - -



He wrote philosophy and meta.physics, drama 
and comedy, poetry and religion and science, 
and, of course music eritioism, with the same 
degree of spontaneity that he composed concertos, 
instrumental and vocal solos, symphonies, operas 
and opera-comique, cantatas, oratorios, and music 
drama.3.5 

13 

He was whole-heartedly in favor of the new French music 

even though his own music clung to the older forms. 

A warm admirer of Bach., Beethoven, Mozart, and 
other classicists, he can still understand ru1d 
appreciate Liszt and other modern tone-poets. 
But he has not, like some of them, thrown over 
the older melodic simplicity to struggle frantically 
in the sea of tone that gushed forth at Bayreuth 
and inundated the world. When compared wlth the 
meaningless ravings of some of the latter-day 
French harmony-jugglers, his works show the most 
exquisite shapliness, like that of a finely carved 
monument enriched by delicate artistic tracery. 
Yet they are not bound by the formal fetters of 
the past, and their freedom of expression is 
complete.36 

He was very outspoken in his displeasure with the ex

tremely modern music which he was temperamentally unable 

to accept. He declared that modern music had come as far 

as it dared. ft 
• • • The extreme limit has been reached. 

To go beyond would mean a lapse into the cacophony from which 

we have emerged. 0 37 He goes into detail on the composer who 

strives for originality and novelty at any cost. 

The man with the "developed taste" is not 
the one who knows how to get new and unexpected 
results by passing from one key to another, as 
the great Richard did in "Die Meistersinger," 

35Lyle, .QE.• .Q!!., P• 177. 

36Elson, 21?.• Cit., p. 116. 

37sa1nt-Saens, .2E_. Cit., p. 179. 



but rather the man who abandons all keys, and 
piles up dissonances which he neither introduces 
nor concludes, and who, as a result grunts his 

14 

way through music as a pig through a .flower garden. 
Possibly they may go further still. There 

seems no reason why they should linger on the 
way to untrammelled freedom, or restrict them
selves within a scale. 'I1he boundless empire of' 
sound is at their disposal, and let them pro.fit 
by it. That is what dogs do when they bay at 
the moon, eats when they mew, and birds when they 
sing. A German has written a book to prove that 
birds sing false. Of course he is wrong, for 
they do not sing false. If' thely did, their songs 
would not sound agreeable to us. 'They sing out
side of scales, and it is delightful, but that 
is not man-made art.38 

Feeling the way he did toward modern mu~ic, he seemed 

to overlook the fact that his own music would probably have 

sounded fa.r from. agreeable to the ears of Palestrina or 

Monteverde, "who by their use or 'invention' of the chord or 

the dominant seventh laid the foundation of the harmonic 

structure developed by their successors, including Saint

Saens.»39 

In conclusion, Paul Henry Lang, in his book, Music in 

Western Civilization gives the following appropriate descrip

tion of the remarkable Saint-Saens. 

Saint-Saens is the perrect type of the 
eclectic musician of talent. His musical 
gifts matured on the study of the classics, 
but nothing in the new musical movement 
escaped his attention; he knew everything 
and used everything. Active in all branches 
of music, he was equally at home in all of 

J8Lyle» .QE. .. Cit., pp. 180-181. 

39Ibid., P♦ 57. 



them, :for his positive, intelligent reasoning;, 
and precise mind ••• always advised the 
creative musician in hiro..i~O 

15 

Saint-Saens became great because of his inherent genius, 

which a thoroughly sound musical education, and the well

balanced outlook upon life :tnstilled into him by his two 

guardians, enabled him 'to express to the .fullest. Circum

stances, including the busy, inescapable change, variety, 

and travel of a concert a.rtist•s life, allied to the wit 

and common-sense of a. highly-developed intelligence, and 

his inherent .fondness for proving things for himself', re

sulted in the versatility that brought such wide-spread fame 

during his lifetime. 



CHAPTER III 

Introduction 

In analyzing the homophonie pieces in this study, the 

external rorm is given followed by a. detailE'ld review of the 

formal structure. In the ease of th0 fugues, devices such 

as stretto, diminution, augmentation, sequ~noe, and inversion, 

a.re discussed. A description of melody and its treatment 

is also given. This includes fugal subjects and counter

points. Finally, there appears a brief statement in regard 

to the pedagogical value. 

Throughout this study the emphasis has been upon the 

kinds of information and analysis that would be of value to 

the teacher and student of the piano and that would provide 

an analytical technique suitable for use with other composers. 

.§1..! Bagatelles, Opus 3 

No. 1--Poco Sostenuto 

Form: ABA' 

Analysis 

Form 

Section A, in G minor, consiste of' a period form made 

up o:r two .four-measure phrases end:tng in the key or the 

dominant,. This is followed by a theme of four measures which 

16 
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is repeated contrapuntally twice. Section A ands with a 

two-meRsure eadonee in the dominant in measure 22,, 

Section B consists of twonty-six me asures of development 

and extension of the two themes. 

Section A' consists of a complete restatement or the 

first theme ending in the k$y of the dominant and a £rag

mentary statement of the .first parit of tho s e cond theme. 

The final cadence is in G minor. 

Melody 

'There are two contrasting melodic themes which form 

the basis of the piece. The first theme is a short rhythmic 

figure ·with repeti ticn followed by detached chords. This 

eons'ists of four measures which are repeHted to form the 

period. Tht, texture is chordal. The second theme ia a 

diatonic and small interval type melody presented in single 

eighth notes. The melody here is presented contrapuntally, 

the first voice in the bass, the second voice in the alto 

an octave and a fourth higher, and. the third voice in the 

sopx•ano three octaves above the be.sf' voice. 

At the opening of Section B both thellles aro presented 

simultaneously, each theme alternating between treble and 

bass. 11he section has eight measures (mea.. .31- 34 and 39-42) 

in which the first figure of the first theme is extended with 

an accompaning octave figure. In ·che final six measures of 

the section, the second theme is freely treated and is connec:ted 
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to Section A' by measure 48 which consists of.' an eighth note 

figure over the dominant harmony. 

In Section A' the fragment of the first them<:1 is presented 

as it was in Section A. The second theme .fragment appears 

in unison in both hands .. (mea. 56-57) and in the left hand 

with a right hand countermelody in thirds (mea. 58-59). 

There is a trill in the bass (mea. 62 .. 63) 'Which preoeeds 

the final cadence. 

This piece gives a sampling of fugal technique and would 

afford a student technical experience necessary in the per

formance of contrapuntal pieces. 

Six ~agatelles, Opus 3 

No. 2--Allegro anira.ato quasi presto 

Form: ABA1 

For:t11 

Section A, in E flat major, has an internal form of 

! b .!'E.'• Part!. begins with a three-measure introduction 

followed by a sixteen-measure period, made up of two eight

measure phrases, the first phrase ending in the key or the 

dominant in niea.sure 11 and the second one ending in G major 

in measure 19. This is .followed by part ,2. which consists 

of four four-measure phrases appearing in sequence form. 

Part~• has the same form as part~• Section A ends with 

part!?_ in which the four-measure phrase appears three times 

in sequence ~ollowed by a twelve-measure extension made up of 
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three four-measure phrases. The section ends with a perfect 

cadence in the tonic in measure 75. 

Section B has an internal form of~£!!'• Part a con

sists of two sixteen-measure periods ending 1rtl th a cadence 

in the dominant in measure 107. This is .followed by part b 

which has two eight-measure phrases. In the la.st hal:f of the 

second eight-measure phrase the theme is lowered one step 

over a pedal point. A sixteen-measure transition follows 

in which the descending second of measures 122-123 is con

tinued under a new four note melody which is used to modulate 

back to the key of B major in measure 140. Part a• consists -
of one sixteen-measure period followed by a sixteen-measure 

extension which ends with a repet i tion of the tonic chord 

for seven measures. 

Section A' is in form exactly like the original A section 

except for a twenty-four-measure coda which ends with a 

perfect cadence. 

Melodz 

Saint~saens succeeds in creating a very effective theme 

with variations in his treatment of Sections A and A*. The 

melody is mainly diatonic with only occasional skips. It is 

first presented quite simply in the right hand in quarter 

notes accompanied by a light staccato left hand part. 11he 

first "variation" presents the melody in octaves in a rhythm 

consisting of a quarter note followed by an eighth rest, 
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then an eighth note, e.g., J7J' /J ,J', In Section A' the 

variation theme is presented two more times. The first time 

it is in triplets against a duple accompaniment. Finally, 

the theme is fitted into a. sixteenth-note broken chord pattern. 

The melodic themes in Section Bare legato and diatonic 

in nature. In part!. the melody first appears in the right 

hand in single quarter notes l•.ri th a. left h a nd counterrr1elody. 

Then 1 t shifts to the left hand and the right hand has the 

quarter note countermelody in octaves. The melody in part 

~ has a narrow range and a chordal texture. It appears in 

the right hand with a left hand chorded accompaniment part. 

'l1he four-note melodic figure of measures 124-12.5 is presented 

in sequence six times with a one-measure extension on each 

of the la.st two presentations. The section ends with a 

dominant chord in measures 139 whio .h leads into par,t a. 1 • 

In pa.rt!.' the m0lody shifts to the lAft hand wtth the right 

hand acoornpaniment figure appearing first in broken octave 

elghth notes then in triplete. 

The ability to play two against three rhythm is essential 

for an eff'ective performance of this piece .• 

Six Bagatelles, Opus 3 

No. 3--Poco adagio 

Form: AB A' B' 

Form 

Section A, in B flat major, consists of a three-measure 

introduction followed by two four-measure phrases l-Jhich end 
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in the key of the relative minor of the dominant. 

Section Bis short, containing only two four-measure 

phrases ending on the dominant seventh or D major which is 

the key of Seotion A1 • 

Section A' is like A except for the change in key from 

B flat to D major. 

Section B', like B, has two four.measure phrases. The 

only difference is in the change of key, B' being in B flat 

major. 

A six-measure oodetta. begins with an exterrnion of the 

final progression of B' and two measures based upon the 

introduction. The cadence is followed by an extension of 

the final chord in which is re-echoed the staternP-nt of' the 

B theme. 

Melody 

In Section A the melodic line is angular in nature and 

contains many skips of fourths and fifths. The melody appears 

in the left hand with a right hand accompaniment pattern 

which is consistent in rhythm throughout the section. The 

rhythm pattern is a dotted sixteenth note followed by a 

thirty-second note. The melodic theme is legato and calm 

in spite of' the angular melody line e.nd rhythmic accompani

ment. 

The melodic theme of Section Bis chiefly diatonic in 

nature with only occasional skips upward. It appears in 
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the rj_ght hand with an accompaniment wh.ieh i .. ea.tures repeated 

eighth notes and pedal point in the first phrase. In the 

second phrase (mea. 16~18) the le.ft hand has the melody along 

with the right hand. 

r.rhis is a good piece to use wh.an a left hand melodic 

treatment is dosired. It is essential to have independent 

control of' hands in order to achieve proper balance of melody 

and accompaniment. 

Six Bagatelles, Opus 3 

No. 4'"'"-Moderat<?_ assa.i 

F'orm: ABA 1 

Forra --
Section A, in F major, consists of two eight-measure 

periods wi tl-: a. two-measure extension at the end of the re

peated perio1J (mea. 16-17). The period. ends with a. strong 

per.feet cadence,. 

Section B consists o:f twent.y meaP-.ures of development of 

the main theme which ends with a cadence in wh:lch the tonic 

chord is also the first chord of the next eection (mea. 38). 

Section A' has the same formal structure as Section A. 

The theme is presented again in its entirety followed by a 

codetta which consists of a .fragmentary statement of the 

theme and a -final cadence in F major. 
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Melod,: 

The entire piece is built on the one short theme which 

is confined within a one-octave range and is primarily dia

tonic. It is presented first in the rlght hand and is chordal 

in texture. 

Section B, the development section, has the melodic 

theme presented alternately between treble and bass with 

hea.vy eighth note chords in the accompaniment. 

In Section A' the theme is presented simultaneously in 

the treble and bass, t he treble in triplets and the bass in 

duple rhythrn. This two against three treatment continues to 

the end of the second period. 

'11here ar•e many octaves in the piece. 'Ihe playing of 

it would require hands of sufficient size and strength to 

play octaves easily. 1lne ability to play two against three 

rhythm would also be required for the performance of this 

piece. 

Six Bagatelles, Opus 3 

No.. 5--Allegro !!!_91 to 

Form: ABA 1 

Porro 

Section A, in D minor, has t;m internal form of a b a'b'. ,_ --- .......... 
Part.! consists o:f' three four-measure phrases .followed by 

a four-measure extension ending in the key or the dominant 

in measure 16. This is followed by part!?_ 'Which is a thirty-
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form like part.!• It ends in the tonic in raeasure 64 • .Part 

b • is a shorter developmtlnt. of the melodic "theme and is 

thirteen measures in length. It ends with a perfect cadence 

in the tonic. 

Section B, in G minor, has an internal fonn of~.£_!.'• 

Part .! consists of four eight-mea::::ure phrase!" in which the 

melodic theme is presented four thnes. Part a ends with a -
cadence in the relative major. Part b consists o~ a thirty

two-measure development of the melodic theme. It contains 

six four-measure phrases plus two .four-measure extensions 

(mea. 122-125 and 138-141). Part a' conflists of two eight-

measure phrases followed by two four-men.sure phrases with a 

five-measure extension ending in G minor in measure 170. 

Seot1on A* consists of three four-measure phrases followed 

by a four-measure extension. Pa.rt bis a thirty-two.measure 

development section built on tha main theme. It is followed 

by.!.' which is structurally identical to part~• P8rt b' 

consists ot seventeen measures of development and is made up 

of two four-measure phrases followed by a nine-measure exten

sion ending with a p0rfect cadence in D minor. 

Melody 

Thore are two contrasting themes which form the basis 

of this piece, The melodic content of $(-)ction A consistf! of 

one chief theme. It is largely diatonic with the sixteenth 

note pattern consistent throughout the section. The theme 
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in sixteenth notes is strongly accented with the accompaniment 

chords so placed to add a syncopated rhythm. 1he develop

ment section, pa.rt ~:, is more legato with fewer a.ocents. A 

broken chord accompaniment supports this legato treatment 

of the theme. The theme e.ppe~irs 1nainly in the right hand 

but there are a f'ew places where the sixteen.th note figure 

is taken in the left hand as in measures 2, 6, 13, and 14. 

Section Bis quieter and somewhat slower than Section 

A. The melodic theme here is narrow ranged., covering only 

an octave and a third. It begins with an ascending octave 

and,. except for two sixteenth notes, moves downward, first 

in thirds, then chromatically, and ends with a major second, 

'1:hroughout the entire section the melody appears in the right 

hand with the la.ft hand .furnishing an accompaniment beginning 

with an octave and eighth notE, chords. 

The speed and nature of this piece require fluency at 

the keyboard. 

Six Bagatelle~, Opus 3 

No. 6 .... -Poco ~stenuto--Adagio 

Form: ABAtBt 

Fonn 

There is a twenty-five-meaPure introduction~ in G mino~, 

which preceeds Section A. This introduction is based freely 

on the two themes of the first B?;Satelle. It ends in the 

dominant (mea. 25) which leads into Seotton A. 

Section A, in G major, consists of two four-measure 
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phrases with a two-measure extension between them (mea. 30.-

31). It ends with a oadenoe in the tonic. 

Section Bis a short section, containing only two four

measure phrase~. It ends on the dominant (mea. 4-3) which 

leads smoothly into Section A1 • 

Section A• is shortened and consists of o:nly one :four

measure phrase with a two-measure extension.· 

Section B', abbreviated :rrom B, oontttins two two--mea.au:re 

phrases followed by a three-measure extenr~ ion ending in a 

perfect cadence in the tonic. 1'hera is a one-measure bridge 

between the cadence and the coda (mea. 58). ~ne coda con

sists of ten measures, four mea.suras of which freely re-echo 

the melodic figure of Section B. The f :l na.l six measures 

consist of' a repetition of: the tonic chord. 

Melody 

The lengthy introi:.1uction is built on the melodic :figures 

of the first Ba5atelle. Interspersed through the first half 

of the introduction are short cadenca-like passages (mea. 5, 

9, 10, and 11-12) • 

The melodic theme of Section A is within the octave and 

is made up largely of ascending seconds. The melody appears 

in the right hand, first in single notes, then in octaves, 

over a left hand accompaniment of broken chords. 

Syncopation is found in the melody of Section B. The 

theme here, chiefly diatonic, has some wide inteJ•va.ls and 
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aooents which contrast with Section A,, Both single notes and 

octaves are used to present the right hand melody. 

In Section A' and B• the melodic treatment is similar 

to A and B. In the two-measure cadence of measures 56-57, 

the chords are supnorted by sixteenth note arpeggios in the 

left hand. 

The coda gives a fragmentary statement of the B theme 

followed by a repetition of the tonic chord above a sixteenth 

note repeated chord bass. The final two measures have sus

tained notes in both hands. 

First M.azurka, Opus 21 

Form: ABA 1 

Form 

Section A, in G mi.nor, has an internal forrm of a b a•. ---
It begins with a four-measure introduction in which the rhythm 

of part .! is established (~ct } ) rj ) • Part a consists of an 

eight-measure period, repeated, ending on the tonic in measure 

12. Part~, in B flat major, consists of a period of two

four-mensure phrases with repetition. The cadence is in B 

flat major (mea. 28). Part~, is structurally identical to 

part.!• 

Section B, in G major, has an internal form of ab a•. - - -
Part _!! consists of two eight-.ineasur·e phrases ending with a 

cadence in B major in measure 60. Part£ consists of two 

e1.ght-measure phrases ending on the dominant 1n measure 76. 
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Part !!. ', like a, has two four-measure phrases. 1l1here is a 

slight change .in melodic progression in the second phrase. 

An eight-measure transition :follows which is built on the 

melodie figure or part b (mea. 93-100). 

Section A'~ in G minor, has an internal form of ab a• ............... 
and coda. Part a has the ar1.Ine formal striJctu.re as part _a -
in Section A. Part E_, like part !?_ in Section.: A, consists of 

two eight-measure phrases and ends in B flat major in measure 

132. Part.!' is abbreviated to include only one eight-measure 

period. It is followed by a sixteen-measure coda built on 

fragments of the b theme of Section Band the a theme of' - -
Section A. 

Melody 

The :four-measure introduction consists of the repetition 

of the dominant note in the r-hythmio pattf:'rn . found in part .!."' 

The ·xnelodie theme of part.! in Section A is narrow in range, 

containing only five tones arranged in diatonic progression. 

It apprea.rs in single notes i.n the right hand with a left 

hand accompaniment consisting of a single quarter note followed 

by an accented half note chord ( / ~ /.---~ -t: ) • In part !?. the 

melody consists of six quarter notes ascending chromatically 

and diatonically followed by two measures in which a dotted 

. __ qua.r.ter ~;nd sixteenth note pattern is arranged in intervals 

of sevenths, seconds, and fourths. The melody is contained 

within the right hand {except for maa. 21-22 and 25-26} over 

a left hand accompaniment which consists of two measures in 
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which there is a low note .followed by a chord and two measures 

in whi.eh quarter notes form a eou.ntermelody. In the first 

period of pa.rt;:.• the melody appears in single notes in the 

right hand over an accompaniment consisting of a low note 

followed by a chord. In the saeond period the melody appears 

in octaves and the accompaniment is strengthened by the 

addition of octaves to the low bass not~r. 

The melody in part!. o.f Section B; covering a rRnge o:t' 

an ootHve and a second., is mrtde up of intervals of a second, 

third, .fourth, and fifth. It is contained within the right 

h and in single tones over a left hand accompaniment which 

consists of one quarter note .followed by two double note 

chords .. Part!. modulates into the key of B major (mea. 59-61). 

In part }2. the melodic treatment is similar to that of part~• 

The melody appears in the right hand throughout and is presented 

in single tones :ror four measures (mea. 61-64) and the ret1t 

appears in chords and octaves. The accompaniment has chro

matic minor thirds in measures 61-64 and 69-72. Blsewhere 

the acco1npaniment has single note~ and small chords. Part at 

has the same treatment of the melody as part a. T'nere if' a -
change in the accompaniment, 1~owever, and a. syncopated broken 

chord bass is used. The eight-measure transition which follows 

is built on the b theme but is treated chromatically. Both -
hands have chromatic progressions which modulate dr--wnwt.tr<l 

from G major to G minor and lead into Section A' which is in 

the key of G minor. 
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The two melodic themes in Section A' are given a varied 

treatment. In the first period the.! theme appears in both 

hands, the left hand in octaves and the right hand in single 

notes. A heavy chord on the third beat furnishes the only 

accompaniment. In the second period, the right hand has the 

melody in oottives above an accompaniment consisting of quarter 

note octaves followed by a heuvy half note chord. In part£!, 

the melodic theme appears first in both hands s1:rnultrineouE1y 

(mea. 117-118) • In the :following fourteen measu1•es the melody 

alternates between hands every two meafmr0s" In part !-. t the 

1nelody changes octaves every two measures (n1ea. 133-11-1.0). 

The coda consists of f'ragrnentary treatment of the b theme of -
Section Band the! theme of Section A. Measures 141 ... 148 

eon ta.in a chroma.tie treatment of the the1nes with a pedal point 

appearing in mea~1ures ll,1.1-144. In the final eight measures 

both fragmentary themes are given simultaneously. The piece 

ends in a perfect cadence in G minor. 

There are no extensive fast p~ssa.ges in this piece but 

the tempo (Poco vivace) requirer flui9ncy. The many octaves 

would require the performer to be proficient in octave tech

nique and rapid changing of position. 

Gavotte, Opus 23 

Form: A B A 1 

Form 

Sec ti on A, in C minor, has an internal form of a b a• b t _a" • - .... -- . 
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After an opening left hand octave, the Gavotte begins ehar

acterestically on the third beat. Part a. consists of one 

eight-measure period which ends in G minor (mea. 9). Two 

four-measure phrases mB.ke up pa.rt £ which also ands with a. 

cadence in G minor (mea. 16). Part a• like a, consists of 
-

one eight-measure period which ends in C minor (mea. 24-25). 

Part£.' is exactly like .2.• It is followed by one more pre

sentation of the.! theme which is exactly like!.'• 

Section B, in C major, is a forty-eight- measure develop

ment of one melodic figure. Like section A, it begins on the 

third beat. 

Section A', an abbreviated form of A, has an int€�rnal 

form of!!. b .!!' and coda. Parts a, b, and a.• have the same 
- ... .... 

formal structure as parts!_, b, and a• of Section A.

Melody 

Section A is built on two themes. The firf:!t theme, in 

part,!, is built within a range of an octuve and a fifth. 

It is composed of intervals or a second, third, .fourth and 

fifth. It is detached and angular in quality. The thAme 

appears in the right hand supported b, chords over a le.ft hand 

octave acoompaniment. In nart b the melodic theme is comr'osed 

within a range o-.r an octave and appears primarily in diatonic 

progression. In the first phrase, the melody is legato but 

in the second phrase it becomes more detached and accented in 

which appears the rhythm D ) similar to mensures 3-4 and
7 

7-8 of part!.• The right hand presents the welody over an
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octave left hand accompaniment. Part!.' has the same melodic 

treatment as pa.rt!. except the ending ascends by octaves to 

a chord in C minor whereas part.! has a descending-type ending 

with a cadence in G minor. Parts ~• and a'' are exactly like 

oar.ts b and a• • .. , -- .... 
The treatment of the melodic :Cigure in Section Bis 

basically the sarne throughout. The figure consists o:r three 

repeated notes followecj by three notes diatonica.lly arra.x1ged. 

It is presented in both hands in thirds and full ehorda. 

Rxcept for three .four-111easure phrases (mea.. 50-53, 62-65 and 86-89), 

the entire section is built above a pedal point. The section 

ends with a per.feet cad.en.oe in tr1EH1sur~s B8-H9 • 

In Section A' parts!. and!?_ are exactly like parts!. and£_ 

of Section A. In part!.' the octave melody is supported by 

the addition of octaves and heavy ohords to the aceompa.nirnent. 

In the coda, fragments of the two A themes are presented 

simultaneously in oott1ves in both hands followed by a three

measure perfect cadence in O minor. 

Second Mazurka, Opus 24 

Form: ABCA 1B'D 

Form 

Section A, in G minor, consists of an eight-measure 

introduction followed by a sixteen me11sure phrase which is 

made up of an eight-measure melodic phrase with extensions. 

It ends in the dominant (mee.. 24). A three-measure extension 
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of measure 24 follows which leads into a £ourteen-rr1easure 

phrase made up of an eight-measure melodic phrase with ex

tensions. It modulates to the dominant of B .flat major which 

is the key of Section B • 

. Section B, sixteen measures, consists of a four-measure 

melodic theme with repetition and eight measures of exten

sion. This is .followed by a .four-n1easure extension leading 

into the eight-measure transition section which ends in the 

dominant of B flat (mea. 69). 

Section C consists of two eight-measure phrases .followed 

by a third eight-measure phrase which is a transition lead-

ing to Section A'. It ends in the dominant of G minor (mea. 93). 

Section A' is structurally identical to Section A. The 

only change is the manner in which the melody and accompani• 

roent a.re treated. 

Section B' consists of sixteen measures similar in form 

to Section B. It is followed by an eight-measure extension 

which ends in the dominant of G minor (mea. 150). 

Section D consists of a three-measure introduction 

followed by a four-measure phrase repeated three times and 

a twenty-one-measure extension ending with a trill of three 

measures in the right hand. This leads into the coda which 

consists or twelve measures based on the A theme followed by 

five measures built on the I7 and the I chords. 
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Melodl 

The theme of Seetion A is a short rhyth.t"Uic :t'igure with 

repetition. It is narrow in range and built on chromatic and 

diatonic progressions. 'The first note or the figure is trilled 

and -is followed h y eight staccato eighth notes. As the melody 

proceeds it covers a wide range and includes arpeggiated 

progressions. The melodic theme appea1 ... s in the ri f ht hand 

above a chordal accompaniment. The three-measure extens:i.on 

(mea. 25-27) consists or repeated octaves on the dominant 

in thP right hand. This type of extension is used consistently 

throughout the piece. In the last two measures of Sect i on 

A (mea.. 40-41) there is an ~)ighth note descending passage 

which leads chromatically into Section B. 

In Section B the melody is wide ranged and is made up 

of two chorded quarter notes followed by four sixteenth notes 

and a group of light staccato eighth notes. 11his melodic 

figure appears four times and is followed by four measures 

in which a fragm.ent of' the B theme is presrmted in both hands 

in octaves. A four-measure extenPion follows which consists 

of repAa.te :, dominant octaves in both hands. In the eight

measure transition which follows (mea. 62-69), the thematic 

material is based on a fragment of the Section A theme. The 

left hand has a chorded countermelody accompanimont. 

Section C contains 8..&~ arpeggio-type melody in the right 

ha.11d with an octave and light chord accompaniment. The eight

measure transition which ends the section is based on the A 
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theme. The :fragments are presented in both hands alternately. 

The melodic treatment in Section A' is th~ same as 

Section A. The extension (mea .• 109-112), which contains 

the repeated ooj;avern on the dominant, has a descending cbro

matie eighth note passage in the left hand. 

In Section B• the melody 1P presented in the same way 

it was in Seotion B. The extension {mea. 143-1.50) contains 

repeat·ed octaves in both hands .for tour measures .followed 

by octaves 1n the right hand above a. chorded aceorn.pa.niment. 

The melody of· Section D contrasts wi.t L:t the other melodic 

themes of the piece. It descends dia.tonically except for 

the octave skip at the beginning of each phrase. The last 

three measures of the repeated period (mea. 167-169) have 

small interval skips in the melody. Throughout this section 

the melody is located in the right hand above a small chord 

and single note accompaniment. The right hand has a three

measure trill in measures 188-190 which leads into the coda. 

The eoda consist~ of a fragrrH~nta.ry statement of the A theme 

followed by strong sub-dominant and dominant chords (mea. 191-

198). The final five measures consist of two moasures ot 

ascending tonic arpeggios followed by three measures in 

which the tonic chord ls given once in each measure in an 

eighth note i'ollowed by an 0-ighth and two quarter rests. 

The trills in the melodic figure of Section A would 

afford a student experience in developing skill for trill 

playing. There are also many octaves which would strengthen 
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the hand .. It is a very fast piece and keyboard .fluenoy is 

required in order to play it up to tempo. 

Romance Sans Pa.roles, (No opus number) 

Form: ABA' 

Form 

Section A, in B minor, consists of two sixteen-measure 

phrases forming a period and ending on the harmonic major 

of the dominant in measure 32. 

Section B, in D major, is a thirty-six-measure develop~ 

ment section containing one sixteen-measure phrase followed 

by a twenty-measure extension. The five-measure trill (rnea. 64-
68) on the dominant note leads into Section A'. 

In Section A I there is a sixteen-rt1easure phrase which 

ends in the dominant (mea. 84). This is :followed by a sixteen

measure phrase with a two-measure extension whici-1 ends in 

the dominant of B minor (mea. 104). The piece ends with a 

fourteen-measure coda. 

Melody 

There are two melodic themes which form the basis of 

this piece. The melodic theme of Section A is built p.rimarily 

on the first five tones of the B minor scale. The melody 

appears in the right hand almost entirely with a chorded 

accompaniment. The section ends in P sharp major (mea. 32). 

The melodic theme of Section Bis treated veey much the 

same as the theme is in Section A. The range of the theme 
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here is wider than the first theme but rhythinically they 

are similar. The four-measure trill in measures 64-68 serves 

to bridge together 8Actions Band A'. The trill is used for 

fourteen measures in Section A'. 

In Section A', the right hand has a trill while the left 

hand brings in the melody and an accompa.ning chord. 'l'his is 

.followed by another phrase with left hand melody and here. 

the right hand has a. sixteenth note diatonic ascending-type 

accompaniment. The fourteen-measure coda is bu.ilt entirely 

on the tonic chord. 

Ma.rche Heroique, Opus 3L~ 

Form: AB: A' CA 1 'B t At 1 ' 

Form 

Section A, preceeded by an eight-measure introduction, 

is in the key of' B flat major and consists of two eight

measure phraseP. The first phraso ends with a cadence in 

B flat major (mea. 16) and the second phrare ends in Ti; flat 

major (mea. 24). 

Section B, in E flat major, consiPts of two eight-measure 

phrases each made up of a. four-measure melodic .figure with 

extension. The £1rst phrase ends in the dominant in rneasure 

32. The second phrase also ends in the dominant (mea. 40) 

and leads into a seven-measure extension. Th1.a is .followed 

by a repetition of Sections A anu B. 
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Section A' consists of thirty-one measures of develop

ment of the A theme. I·t ends in the dominant o.f A flat major 

which is the key o:f.' Section C. 

Section C, preceeded by a .four-measure introduction, 

oonsists of four eight-measure phra.ser-: followect bj' a. four

measure extension. 'Ihe first three phrases end in the domi

nant (mea. 123, 131, and 139) and the fourth phrase ends in 

the tonic (men. 147). The three-measure extension which 

follows leads into a forty-measure development section based 

on the melodlc figure of Section A. 

Sections A'' and Bt are structurally identical to the 

original A and B sections. 

Section At'• consists of seventeen measures in which 

the the1ne is presented in fragments and ends in the dominant 

of B flat major (mea. 239). 

The coda consists of twenty-five measures of' develop-

ment of the A theme and ends withs. two-measure perfect cadence 

in E flat. 

Melodz 

The introduction consists of three measures of octave 

whole notes followed by an ascending diatonic passage.in the 

right hand and a two-measure tremelo in the le.ft hand. The 

melodic theme in Seetlon A is narrow in range and is made up 

of small intervals (none larger than a fourth) and diatonic 

progressions. The accented melody appears chorded in the 
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right hand over a. stacoa.to quarter note octave aooo:mpaniment. 

The :melody in Section B is angular in quality and is 

contained within the right hand over an octave left hand 

acco:mpaniment. 'I'he seven-:mea.sure extension consistg of three 

measu:res in octave descending quarter notes followed by four 

measures of ascending diatonic and chromatic eighth notes 

leading into the next section. 

The melody and accompaniment are both lighter in the 

first phraPe of the repeated A section. The melody appears 

in a higher register over a light eighth note staccato accom

paniment. In the second phrase both melody and aecompm1iment 

are reinforced by the addition of octaves. 

In the fir•st phrase 0£ the repeated B section the right 

hand octave melody is supported by a two-octave arpeggio 

which is alao presented in the right hand, and a chordal 

accompaniment in the left hand. In the second phrase the 

right hand melody is pI>eoented in chords above an octave 

eighth note bass moving part. 

In Section A' the fragmentary melodic treatment appears 

first in the left hand in octaves with an octave counter

melody in the r1;.ht hand., then in the right hand in octaves 

over a tremelo accompaniment. The last six measures diminish 

in loudness and the right hand has the theme in single notes 

over a whole note chorded accompaniment .. 

Section Chas a right hand single note mc,lody which 1s 

angular in qunli ty but appears smooth and connected w1 th the 
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a.rpeggiated. left hand accompaniment. r.rne melody appears in 

octaves in measures 128-131 but the loft hand a.coompai.~iment 

remains essentially the same. Measures 132-150 contain 

developmont which consists chiefly of' tripl0t arpeggios in 

both hands. '11his secti on is followed by forty measures of 

development in which the A theme is presented in frar,:rnnnts. 

This theme al tt=irnates between hands a..."Yl.d app t:n1rs in octaves 

with octave repeated notes, brok~ '1 octave chromatic passages, 

and arpeggios used as accompaniment devices. 

Sections A'', B' a.nd A1 t I contain the same heavy octave 

and chordal type development of the then1os. 

The coda is f'iiled with heavy chords and octaveB. There 

is a four-me asure e i ghth note passage (mea. 256-259) in which 

both hands have unison octaves .followed by a three-niea.sure 

repetition of the tonic in octavett and finally the two-measure 

perfect cadence in heavy chords. 

This would be a good piece to use as an exercise in 

developing an octave technique. It demands Et gree,t deal of 

strength in order to play the octave passages. 

Six Etudes for the piano., Opus 52 

No. 1--Prelude (Con bravura) -----
Form: AB 

Form 

Section A, in C major, consists of three four-measure 

phrases with extensions. The .first phrase, preceded by a 
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one-measure introduction, ends in the dominant seventh of 

F (mea. 6}. The s.econct phrase ends with a cadence in F :ne.jor 

(mea. 11) • The third phrase contains a two-men.sure exten

sion and ends in the dominant of C (mea. 17). 

Section B consists o1' two four-measure phrases. From 

measure 26 to the and there is a continuous double note 

extended passage which is concluded in measures 43-44 with 

a double note scale and in measures 44-47 with a chordal 

approach to the cadence and the ea.dance itself. 

Malot!z 

Section A is made up of two eontraeting rhythmic themes. 

Theme a con~istA of rapid thirty-seeond-note groupings of - ,. 

single notes. This .figure appears in four-note groupings 

arranged with a skip followed by three notes in diatonic 

succession. 'I1his figure also appears 1n both hands simul

taneously an octave apart. Theme~ i!3 chordal and appears 

first in measure 4 in thirty .. second notes in rapid succession 

between hands. Both themes appear once more, the a theme 

shortened and the£ theme extended. 

Section Bis built on one melodic pattern which consists 

of double notes in j_ntervals of fourths ai.,_d fi.fths. These 

double notes are arranged in sixteenth note groups in unison 

in both hands. '!'here are three descending diatonic eighth 

notes occurring three times in the right hand in octaves 

(mea. 20-21). It also occurs three times in the left hand, 
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remainder of the section, except f:or the f:i.ve-mea.sura ending, 

is built entirely on the double note sixteenth note group 

in both hands, 

The extremely fast runs and the r apid double-note passages 

demands velocity and fluency at the keyboard. It is a piece 

only an advanced student could perform well and would be a 

good etude to develop a double note technique. 

Six Etudes £or the piano, Opus 52 

No. 2--For Finger Independence (Andantlno malineonico) 

Forrri: One-Part 

Forni 

The purpose of this Etude is to develop finger control 

in chord playing and the composer uses repeated chords in such 

a way that the formal structure is merely a. series of pro

gressions. fhrases, melodieo, and figures are not clearly 

defined. 

In the first half of this piece in A minor, there are 

ff.v,e four-roettsure phrases. The first phrase ends in the 

tonte in measure 4 and the second phrase ends in the dominant 

seventh in measure 8. The third phrase modulates to D flat 

major in measure 12 and the fourth phras~ ends in the domi

nant of C major in measure 16. 1i1he final ,phrase ends in 

the dominant or A in measure 20. 

The second half consists of a fourteen-measure develop

ment of the theme with a new melody added simultaneously. 
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There are two four-measure phrases, the first one ending in 

the tonic in measure 24, and the second one ending in the 

dominant in measure 28. 1'his is followed by a six-measure 

phrase with a cadence in A major. 

Melod;r 

The melodic theme is intertwined within the triplet chordal 

patterns upon which the entire piece is based. The melody 

itself is angular and follows a.long the harmony o:f the chords 

of the accompaniment. 

In the second half of the piece the melodic treatment 

is the same but therA is a new melodic theme added along with 

the theme of Section A. This new melody is primarily diatonic 

and ascending in nature with skips occurring toward the end 

of the theme (mea. 24-28). 11here is a six-measure codetta 

in which the triplet pattern is taken only by the right hand 

while the left hand furnishes a melodic figure (mea. 31-31). 

rl'he :final chord is in A major. 

Six Etudes for the piano, Opus 52 

No. 3--Prelude ~ Fugue 

Prelude (Allegro) 

Form: One-Part 

Form 

This piece, in the key of' F minor, is built entirely 

on one theme and is made up of a group of four-measure phrases. 

The first two phrasef'. contain extenf'.ions but the remaining 
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eight phrases are four-measure units, The final phrase has 

a three-measure extension and the ending chord is in F major 

(mee.. 50). 

Melodz 

Thia is an etude for the development of a. technique 

to play rapidly repeated chords and the entire piece, except 

for the last me asure, consists of triplet groups of repeated 

chords alternating back and forth between hands. For the 

first thirteen measures the chords are all double notes but 

beginning in measure 14 there is an addition of three-note 

chords and in measure 16 four-note chords are added. 

This is a good piece to use to develop a .flexible wrist 

and fluency in playing repeated chords. 

Fugue ( Anime. to ) 

Form: ABC 

Forro 

'flhis is a three voice fugue in the key of' F minor opening 

with a four-measure subject appearing alone. The second 

voice is a fifth higher. 'The third voice appears in the bass 

one octave below the first voice. 1iiie A section ends with 

a cadence in the tonic in measure 14. 
At the beginning or Section B the top voioe restates the 

entire subject in the tonic (mea. 14-18) with a portion of 

the first counterpoint brought in by the bass. In measure 

20 f?'agments of the subject and the first and second counter-
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points a.re presented simultaneously. The first measure of 

the subject is treated sequentially in measures 22-23. In 

measures 2.5-28 the first two measures of the subject and a 

fragment of' the first counterpoint and a third unrelated 

chromatic voice are given. In measures 29-32 there is a 

fragmentary entry of the second eounterpoi n. t along with a 

sequential treatn1ent of' the last two measures of' the subject. 

In measures 33-36 fragments of the subject are given with 

unrelated sustained notes and chromatically and diatonically 

moving notes. The middle section modulates and ends with a 

cadence in D flat major. 

Section C begins in measures 37-44 where there is a 

brief presentation of a new subject in three voices. The 

two-measure voice appears first alone in an inner voice and 

is followed in measure 39 by the second voice a f'ourth higher. 

r.I'he third voice appears in the bass in measure i~l. It is 

followed by a cadence in D flat in measure 44. In measures 

44-51 the two subjects appear together. The subject is re

stated in left hand octaves in the dominant (mea. $2-55) 

below a fragmentary treatment of the second counterpoint and 

an unrelated passage. Jt1urther treatment o:f' the subject appears 

in measures 57-61 and a cadence in F minor ends the C section. 

In the coda the two subjects appear simultaneously 

(mea. 62-63) followed by a sequential presentation Of the 

first subject with a pedal point in measures 64-69. There 

is a complete restatement of the subject in octaves in both 
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ha.nds simultaneously. The two-nieasura eadenee in F minor 

ends the piece. 

Melody 

The subject is made up of interval skips thti t include 

all the intervals of the sea.le. The subject is n1arked non -
lee;s.to. The second voice which com.es in a fifth above the 

first is an inexact transposition of the ~ubject and appears 

with the .first counterpoint which is made up of s mooth diatonic 

progressions with only small intervals. The second counter

point contrasts rhythmically with the first counterpoint 

with which it appee.rs in mear-ures 10-13. It consists of two 

measures in which a dotted quarter is followed by an eighth 

note. Another note, repeated, is followed by a skip of a 

third downward, another note repeated followed by an upward 

Skip of a fourth. This is followed by two descending inter

vals, one of a second and one of a fifth. 1fi1e le.at eighth 

note is identical to the dotted quarter note which precedes 

it. 

In Section B the subject appears in sequence with the 

first counterpoint and a. third voice which is unrelated 

thematically and in appo8ition to the subject. This third 

voice is made up of six eighth notes arranged in a descending 

second followed by a skip upward, another descending second, 

a skip upward and a final descenr.1ing second. Throughout the 

section the subject and the fi:r,st and second counterpoints 
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are presented in sequence and in fragnients. 

The second subject which appears in Section C consists 

of two measures in which there is ta. descending second .followed 

by three notes ascending diatonically. This is followed by 

a descending :Cifth and second and ending with three notes 

ascending die.tonically. Thie new subject appears first in 

an inner voice, then in the top voice a. fourth higher, and 

finally in the bass a seventh below the first voice. The 

second and third voices are inexact repetitions of the sub

ject. There is a. cadence in D flat {mea. 41d which is followed 

by a development of both subjects and a fragment o:r the first 

counterpoint. 

In the ooda both subjects appear simultaneously in 

octaves for two me,asures .• This is .followed by six moasures 

in which the first subject is treated sequentially above a 

pedal point and a chromatically descending octave paBsage. 

The ability to play contrapuntal pieces is necessary 

for the effective performance of this piece. 

Six Etudes for the piano, Opus 52 

No. 4--Rhythmic Btude (Andantino) 

Form: ABA 1 

Form 

There is a ten-mea~ure introduction which presents the 

two against three rhythm which is consistent throughout the 

entire piece. 
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Section A, in A fla.t major, consists of two four-measure 

phrases, the second phrase being a:r1 exact repetition. of the 

first except for the last :i:neasure (mee.. 18). I'his is followed 

b y an eight-measure extension ending in the tonic in measure 26. 

Section Bis preceded by a two-measure introduction 

similar to the introduction at t h e beginning o:f the piece. 

IJ.lb.e section consists of two six-measure phrases divided by a 

one-measure extension (mea. 35). 11his is followed by a. 

sixteen-measure developznont section ending in the dominant 

in measure 57. 

Section A' consists o.f two four-measure phrases followed 

by a. thirty-one measure extension and development o:f the two 

agalnst three rhythJn and a. fragmentary statement of the A 

theme in measures 85-86. 

Melody 

The entire A section, in A flat, is built on a short 

one-measure melodic .figure with repetition . It is a narrow 

ranged, diatonic type melody and a.ppecu-s in the right hand 

in single notes, two eighth notes followed b'y a triplet group, 
~ 

e.g., J-:,f J )J • This rhythmic arrangement of the two against 
~ 

three continues throughout the section. 

In Section B the melody is diatonic and narrow ranged. 

The theme is six measures in length and appears twice, ~irst 

in the left hand •with an alto harmony, then in the right 

hand in octaves. The sixteen-measure extension which follows 
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is a chromatic development in the two against three rhythm. 

In Section A' the melodic theme appears in the right hand 

in octaves over an octave and chord accompa..11iment. In the 

seeor1d ph.t-ase (mea. 62-65) the tirne signature changes from 

~. f 1 to • The melody and accompanin1ent remain the sru:ne as 

the first phrase with the only change being in the rhythm. 

rrhe thirty-one-measure extension which .follows consists mainly 

of .further treatment of the two againflt three rhythm .with no 

particular theme given until measure 85. Here,a .fragmentary 

statement of the A theme appears and is followed by a .free 

imitation of the thematic figure. There is a. high two-measure 

trill which p1 .. ecedes the flna.l chord. 

The ability to play two against three rhythm is definitely 

necessary in the performance of this piece. 

Six Etudes for the piano, Opus 52 

No. 5~- Prelude~ Fugue 

Prelude (Allegro moderate) 

Form: One-Pa.rt 

Form 

Thia piece, in A major, consists of a short introduction 

followed by a four-measure phrase and a. one-measure extension 

ending 1n the tonic.(mea. 5). This is followed by a second 

short phrase ending in the dominant (mea. 8). There is a 

five-measure extension of the sixteenth note triplet group 

accompaniment figure and a fragmAntary statement of the first 
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five notes of the Pugue theme (mea. 9•13). This extension 

phrase ends tn the ton.le in 111e nsure 13, It is f'ollowed by a 

two-measure phrase which restates the Prelude theme. The 

following five measures are development of the Pugue fragment 

and measures 21-28 are fi1rtlH~r development of the accompan1-

111ent figure. The remainder of the piece contain2 five .frag-. 

mentary statements of the accompaniment figure. The lust 

five measures are repetition o.f the tonic (rnea. 38-42). 

Melody 

The moat important factor in this short piece is not 

the melodic theme but the accompaniment .figure which is 

persistent in one or both handa throughout the entire piece. 

'!his accompaniment pattern consists of double notes in sixteenth 

note triplet groups. 'rhe double notes are chiefly intervals 

of a sixth but there a.re also some fourths and fifths and 

occasionally sevenths. '11he right hand has the accompaniment 

pattern (mea. 1-5) above a left hand single note melody 

which is contained within an octave range. It is ehi~fly 

diatonic with only a few small interval ~kips, and when these 

skips occur, they figure within the harmony of the accompani

ment. In measures 6-8 the melody ia taken by the right hand 

in octaves and the left hand has the double note accompani

ment. In the two-measure extension which follows., both hands 

p:resent the double note figure stmultaneously. In measures 

11-13 a fragmant of the Fugue th~me is presented alternately 

between hands. The left hand restat~s the Prelude theme in 
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octaves in mea.gures 14-16 while the right hand !llaintains 

the accompaniment pattern. In measul?es 17-20 there is further 

frag:mentary development of the Fugue the:J.ne followed by exten

sions on the accompaniment .figure in both hands sirnul taneously. 

tJ:1here is a three-measure fragmentary development of the Prel'llde 

theme appearing in octaves in the left hand with a right hand 

accompani1uent pattern. 1rhe remainder of' the piece consists 

of fuz,ther presentation of the a.ceompaninlf:,nt figure. In 

measures 40-41 the double note patterns are arranged in gx,oups 

of four notes rather than triplets. 

Tho ability to Play double notes smoothly is necessary 

for the eff ec ti ve pe1,..form.ance of' thie piece, 

Fugµe (Modarato) 

Fo:i:,m: ABC 

Form 

11he first section of this four voice fugue, in A major, 

has the subject appearing in each voice. The first and third 

voices (soprano and tenor) appear exactly alike one octave 

apart. The second and fourth voices (alto and bass) are 

alike and appear one octave apart a rourth below the tonic. 

After the statement of the .fourth voice, there is a cadence 

in the dominant in measure 12. 'l1his is immediately :Collowed 

by a complete restatement of all four voices, structurally 

the same as the first exposition except that the first and 

third voices appear in the bass and alto respectively and 
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the second and fourth voices appear in the soprano and tenor 

respectively. The cadence is in the dominant in measure 23. 

Section B, the middle section, begins with a two-measure 

interlude. This is followed by a five-measure development 

o:e the third counterpoint. The following sixteen measures 

present a development of the subject by the four voices. 

The subject does not appear exactly but modulates through 

various keys. The final cadence of the section is in the 

sub-dominant (mea. 46) in which a stretto section 1e begun. 

The final sectton continues the stretto in measures 

46-50. The subject appears in diminution in the soprano 

and alto (mea. 4.8-49) above a pedal point. There is further 

development in measures .51-.59 in which the second ~igure of 

the subject is used. In measure 55 the subject appears in 

augmentation. 

In the coda stretto appears with seven statements of 

the first figure or the subject (mea. 59-64}, and in measures 

60-63 there is a pedal point on the dominant. 

Melody: 

· The subject melody is made up of small intervals and 

diatonic progressions. There are three descending eighth 

notes in a broken triad followed by two quarter notes and a 

tetrachord ascending in sixteenth notes. The rest of' the 

subject figure is made up of sixteenth and eighth notes 

arranged diatonieally and with skips of a third and a fourth. 
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'rhe second and fourth voiees a.re inexact repetitions of the 

first voice. The third voice is an exaet repetition of the 

first voice and is located in the tenor one octave below the 

first voice. 

In Section B there is a four-measure development o:f the 

third counterpoint which is made up of a short, narrow ranged 

melodic group arranged in intervals of a fourth and diatonic 

progressions. Further development of' the middle section is 

based on fragmentary treatment of the subject. 

The final section contains varied treatment of" the sub-

ject. 

In the perform.a.nee of this piece, a thorough understand

ing of contrapuntal pieces is desired and the ability to play 

contrapuntal pieces is an absolute necessity. 

Six Etudes for the piano, Opus 52 

No. 6--.m_ 2. Form of a Waltz (Tempo~ va.lse) 

Form: A B A 1 B' C A' ' D 

Forro. 

A lengthy introduction precedes the main body of the 

pieee. It consists of a four-measure phrase repeated twice. 

It is followed by an eighteen-mea~ure extension, eight measures 

of which consiEt of e. repetition of the cadence in A flat 

major (mea. 23-JO). 

Section A, in D flat major, consists of eight four

measure phrases forming two sixteen-measure periods. The 
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first period ends in the dominant in measure !l6. The second 

period ends in the tonic in measure 62. 

Section B, in A flat major, consists of eight four

measure phrases. The second phrase ends in the kPy of the 

tonic (mea. 70). The fourth phrase ends in the dominant 

(mea. 78). The second phrase o:r the following period, ends 

in the tonic (mea. 86). 1Ihe final phJ?asa of' Section B ends 

with a cadence in the tonie in rnee.sure 94. 

Section A', in D flat major, consists of a sixteen-measure 

introduction followed by two sixteen-measure periods struc

turally identical to Section A. 

Section B• is structurally like Section B. 

Section C consists 0£ one hundred and eight measures 

of development and extension of the introduction theme. 

Section A 1 ' 11 like A, contains two sixteen-meaPure periods 

but the second period is altered beginning with measure 311. 

An extension .follows which lasts u.ntll measure 338. 

Section D, in D flat major, contains a four-measure 

introduction followed by six eight-measure phrases. The 

first two phrases end in the dominant of' D flat (mea. 351 

and 359). The third phrase has its cadence in E major 

(mea. 367) and the fourth phrase ends in the key of D major 

(mea, 375). - Both the fifth and sixth phraf'es end in the 

dominant of D flat (mea. 383 and 391). A thirty-one-measure 

coda follows which ends with a two-measure perfect cadence in 

D flat major (mea. 421-422). 
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Melody 

The introduction is an independently developed section 

not related to the main themes of the piece. It is restated, 

however, pe.rtia.lly at the beginning of Section A' and the 

entire C section is devoted to the development of it. In 

the first twelve m~asures both hands have the eighth note 

and triplet pattern in unison. This pattern consists of 

four' measures~ three measures of which are :made up o.f eighth 

notes appearing in small intervals. The fourth measure con

sists of' triplet groups arrL,nged 1n nscend:l.ng arpeggios except 

for the first descending skip. This melodic figure (mea. 1-

4) is presented three tirnea and ea.ch time the position is 

raised an octave. In measure twelve, ha-rever, the triplet 

ending is not used and this measure is s1ntllar to measure 11. 

Measures 13-19 consist of a two against three ascending chro

matic figure. It is followed by three measures made up of 

a descending scale passage consisting of eigl1th notes and 

sixteenth notes and presented in both hands simultaneously. 

The last eight measures {except for roea. 26 and 30 which 

are silent measures) contain a repetition of the cadence in 

A flat major. 

The melody in Section A is wide in range. It consists 

of a four-measure phrase beginning with a chromatically ascend

ing melodic figure. Except for the first beat., of the :following 

measure the right hand has the melody above an accompaniment 
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consisting of an octava--chord arrangement followed by a 

short countermelody. 

In Section B the small melodic figure is contained in 

both hands interohangably and is ma.de up o:f double notes in 

intervals of: .fourths and .fifths. The melodic figure con

sists of small eighth note groups presented four times and 

followed by two strong dorninant chords (mes.. 63-66). This 

melodic theme is repeated twice and is followed by four 

measures in which the right hand has two rapid arpeggios 

above a left hand octave and chord accompaniment. 

In Section A' there is a sixteen-measure introduction 

built on the thematic figure of the first introduction. The 

melodic treatment of the section is the same as Section A. 

Section B' is an exact repetition of Section B. 

Section C consists of one hundred and eight measures of 

development based on the melodic theme of the introduction. 

The first twelve measures are exactly like the first twelve 

measures of the introduction. A four-mearure extension 

follows which chromatically leads into the main part of 

Section C which is in the key of F. major. Throughout this 

section the melody appears in the right hand in s:ingle notes 

above a quiet quarter note left hand accompaniment. In the 

extension section (mea. 239-282) the melodic figure is inter

spersed between the hands and also appears sL~ultaneously in 

both hands in octaves. 
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Section At• is essentially the same as Section A except 

there is some oh.ange in the aceo:mpanirrient treat1nent. The 

left hand aecompantment has b:roken chords and ascending 

octave passages a.long with the octa.ve--ch.ord treatment. The 

twenty-five-measure extension which follows is made up of 

repeated chords and octaves and ends in the dominant of D 

flat major (mea. 338). 

The melody in Section Dis wide in range and contains 

large intervals, and diatonic and chromatic progressions. 

The phrase (mea. 3414.-351) is repeated in double notes in the 

right hand and the le.ft hand furnishe~ a simple accompani

ment. 'fue left hand then presents the melody twice with a 

chordal type accompaniment in the right hand. In the last 

two phrases the melody is again in the right hand witn the 

octave--chord accompaniment. 

The thirty-one-measure coda is based on the introduction 

theme except f'or the last eleven :measures which consist oi' 

repetition of the tonic chord followed by a two-measure 

per.feet cadence in D flat major. 

This lengthy piece contains many fast octave passages, 

double note chromatic passages, and single note runs. It 

requires much strength and double note and octave technical 

proficiency. The persistPnt fast tempo and continuous flow 

of notes call for much endurance. 'fhe irregular rhythm which 

appears in Sect:i.on A may also be a problem for the student. 



Minuet~ Waltz, Opus 56 

Form: AB.A' 

Section A: Minuet 

Form 

58 

The Mi~~, in F major, is made up of' .four short melodic 

figures. Part a consist~ of one eight-measure phl?aRe ending 

in the dominant of D minor (mea. 8). Part b consists of 

one eight-:rnet1 sure phrase followed by a six-measure extension 

ondin in the dominant of F major (mea. 22). Part c consists -
of nine measures in which a one-measure figure is presented 

three times followed by a six-measure extension. Part d, 

preceded by a two-measure introduction, consists of one 

eight-measure phraf'e followed by a fourteen-mea~ure exten

sion end!hg in the dominant (mea. 54-55) and leading into 

part!.'• . Parts!.',£', and e• are structurally identical 

to parts.!• b, and.£• 

Melody 

The melodic theme in part a covers a. range of an octave 

and a second and is ma.de up o.f' diatonic progres&ions and 

· small intervals. The melody appears chorded in.the right 

hand over an accompe.niment of quiP.t octaves, sixteBnth notes, 

ascending notes, and small chords. The melodic f"igure or 
pa.rt!?, is short and consists of a. half note .followed by four 

sixteenth note~ and three quarter notes. It appears twice 

in the right hand with a le.ft hand sustainad octave. The 
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six-measure extension is based on the final measure of the 

b theme (mea. 16). Part c has a short, one-measm,,e melodic 

figure oon~isting of an octave skip and intervals of seconds 

and thirds. r.Phis melody appears once in the left hand alone, 

then twice in the right hand above a left hand accompaniment 

of staccato eighth notes. The last four measures of the 

phrase are chords and octaves ending with a perfect cadence 

in F major in measure 31. The melody of part!! is contained 

within an oetave and is made up of small intervals. It 

appears in the right hand with the left hand providing a 

broken chord aocornpaniment. 1I'he fourteen-measure extension 

which follows is based on the last two mea::iures or the d 

theme. 

In part.!' the melody is chorded and appears an octave 

higher with the left hand furnishing an accompaniment con

sisting o:f small sixteen note figures. In part b' the melody 

appears twice in the left hand with a right hand trill. Then 

the right hand pree.ents the melody over an arpeggiated accom

paniment. The melody in part.£.' is treated in very much 

the same way as in part.£ except that it has octave support 

in the left hand in the first two measures (mea. 78-79). 

The six-measure extension which leads into the Waltz is based 

on the cadence chords of part~• 

Section B: Waltz 

This piece is unusually long and will be analyzed as a 

separate piece rather than the trio of the Minuet. · 
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Form: AB A' CD A'' B' 

Form 

The Waltz, in A major, begins with a. lengthy introduction 

built on the dominant of A major (mea. 93-147). 

Section A has an internal form of.!!~• Part a consists 

of two eight-measure phrases and a fourteen .. mea.sure exten

sion. The first phrarte ends in the dominant in mes.Bure 155 

and the second phrase ends in the dominant of C minor in 

measure 163. The extension section ends in the dominant o:f 

A major (mea. 176-177). This is followed by two more eight

measure phrases and a fourteen-measure extension structurally 

identical to the first thirty measures. Part£, in B minor, 

consists of three eight-measure phrases. 'I1he first two 

phrases end in the dominant of F sharp minor (mea. 215 and 

223). The third phrase leads chromatically into Section B 

whieh is in A major. 

Section B consistF of two eight-measure phrases bpth 

of which end in the domi.nant of A major (mea. 238 and 246). 

This is followed by a forty-four-measure extension and develop

ment of the B tharne. 

Section A' is structurally identical to Section A. 

Section c, in F sharp minor, consists of four sixteen-

measure phrases. The first two phrases end in the dominant 

(mea. 344 and 360). 11he third and fourth phrases end in the 

tonic (mea. 376 and 392}. This is followed by an eighteen

measure extension leading into Section D. 
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Section 1) begins with a. three-measure introduction. It 

is followed by four sixteen-measure phrases. In the fir?t 

two phrases, in C ma.jor, the :Cirst phrase ends in the dominant 

(mea. 429) and the second phrase ends in the tonic of F sharp 

minor which is the key of the two remaining phrases. A 

thirty-three-measure extension follows which is based on the 

D theme. 

In Section At ', part a consists of an eight-measure 
,. ..... 

phrase which ends in the dominant (mea. 518) and is followed 

by another eight .. measure phrase with a f'our-measure extension 

at the end of it (mea. 526-530). Part b consists of two 

eight-measure phrases, each ending in the dominant of F sharp 

minor (mea. 538 and 546). rl1his is followed by a thirty-four

measure extension of the b theme and ends in g major in 

measure .$80. 

Section B' consists of two eight-measure phrases followed 

by a fifty-measure extension and development oi' the B theme. 

It modulates to the key of C major which ie the beginning key 

of Section At .. ( the Minuet ) • 

:Melody 

The introduction is built on the dominant of A major. 

The dominant note is repeated in staccato quarter notes for 

twenty-nine measures. 11he right hand has a four-measure 

triplet arpeggiated melodic figure which appears three times 

over the persistent repetitions of the accompaniment. There 
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are eighteen meaF-ures built on the 7r: major arpeggio (mea. 122-

139). This pattern appears in both hands simultaneously. 

This is followed by eight measures which consist of" stHcca to 

octave quarter notes chromatically leading into the first 

section of the Waltz. 

There are two melodic themes in Section A. In part!. 

the melody is very narrow in range covering only :rive tones 

of the scale. lt is diatonic with some intervals of thirds 

and fourths. The melodic theme appears in the right hand 

with a sustained alto voice under it and a. left hand accom

paniment consisting of single low notes and small chords. 

The~ thE-Xl'le is wide in range with a three octave arpeggio. 

Otherwise the melodic theme is made up of small intervals 

and diatonic progressions. It appears in the right hand 

above an octave and small chord accompaniment. There are 

two measures of descending quarter note octaves in the left 

hand (mea. 230-231) which lead into Section B. 

In Section B the melody is diatonic and appears in de

scending progression in the right hand in octaves above an 

octave--ohord left hand accompaniment. In the extension 

. there are eighth note passages 1n th~ right hand supported 

by left hand octaves. The final eight measures consist of 

the repetition of two notes in octaves in both hands for 

four 1neasures, then in the right hand alone in single notes 

for four measures. 
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Section A' is treated exactly like Section A. 

In Section C the melodic figure is presented in sequence 

three times. It is a small ranged melody and appears in the 

right hand with a le:ft hand chordal accompaniment. 

In Section D the melody is in 2/4 time and the accompani

ment is in 3/4 time. It is a very ne.r1~ow ranged melodic 

figure built on :five scale tones. It appears .first in the 

left hand in single quarter notes with a. quarter note arpeggio 

type aeooxnpe.niment in the right hand. After thirty-two 

measures the let.t hand presents the accompaniment in duple 

rhythm along with the right hand duple melody. 

In Section A'' the melody and accompaniment are reinf'orced 

by the addition oi' octaves. Otherwise, the melodic treatment 

is tho same as Section A'. 

In Section B' the melody is in the upper register and is 

ta.ken by the le.ft hcnd whil~ the right hand plays a very 

high double note repeated accompaniment pattern. Then the 

melody, altered, appearr in the right hand with a left hand 

broken chord accompaniment. 

Section A': Minuet 

Section A' contains forty meaRures built on the themes 

of Section A. The final four mearures are repeated perfect 

cadence chords in F major 

This lengthy Minuet and Waltz offers good octave exercise 

and gives a good sampling of' the two against three rhythm. 
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There are many wide octave skips which would require a student 

to have strong hands of a size sufficient to play octaves easily. 

Third Mazurka, Opus 66 

Form: AB .A' B 1 

Form. 

Section A, in B minor has an internal form of a b a• • 
........ .... ---

Part a. begins with a four-measure introduction based on the -
accompaniment figure. It is followed by two eight-measure 

phrases• The .first phrase has a !*our-measure extt~nsion which 

ends in the tonic (mea. 16). The second phrase has a five

mea~ure extension and also ends in the tonic (mea. 29). Pa.rt 

b consists of three eight-measure phrases each - ending in 

the key o.f G major (mea. 37, L!.5, and 53). Part a' consists -
of two eight-measure phrasefJ each with a five-measure exten

sion. Both phrases end in the tonic {mea.. 66 and 79). 

Section B, also in B minor, consist$ of three eight

measui:-e phraseP followed by an eight-measure extension., The 

two phrases end in the dominant (mea. 87 and 94) and the 

extension ends in the tonic (mea. 111). This ia followed 

by two more eight-measure phrases and a twenty-five-measure 

extension and development of the B theme. It ends in the 

tonic in measures 150-152. 

Section A' has a four-measure cadenza type introduction 

and is structurally identical to Section A. 
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Section B' is shorter than Section Band includes only 

two eight-measure phraser1 followed by a one-measure extension. 

'I1he twenty-two-mes.Pure coda is based on the B section. 

Melody 

'l1he melody of part .! in Section A is narrow in range, 

made up of only five soale tones. It is diatonic in natw--e 

and is contained within the right hand, first in single notes 

then in octaves, with an accompaniment made up of single 

notes and chords. The melody of part £ is an5"Ular ¼1. th much 

l'lepeti tion. It appears in eighth noter, in the right hand 

above a chordal type accompaniment. In part a• the melody 
~ -

and accompaniment are reinforced by the a.ddi tion of octaves. 

In the second phrase of part~• the melody is presented in 

syncopation (mea. 67-68 and 70-71). 

In Section B the melodic theme is presented thr•ee 

different ways. It is first presented in syncopation in each 

hand interchangably with an arpeggiated accompaniment intflr

twined within the hands (mea. 80-81). In the second pre

sentation the melody is taken by the right hand 1n a pattern 

of a quarter note .followed by a dotted quarter and an eighth 

notA (mea. 88). Thirdly, the theme is presented in thA right 

hand in a pattern of two eighth notefl followed by a quarter 

note and two more eighth notes (mea. 96). In the extension 

the rig-pt hand presents the thematic material in eighth notes, 

chords, and octaves while the left hand maintains an octave-

chord accompaniment. 
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In the four-measure introduction which leads into Section 

A, the melody is contained within the right hand and consists 

or a one-measure trill followed by a three-measure descending 

chrome.tic run in sixteenth note~. Treatment o:f the thematic 

material in Sections A' and B' is the same as in the original 

A and B sections. The coda is based on fragments o:f the 

material in Section Band is presented in a two against three 

rhythm in measures 249-254. 'l1his is followed by further 

development of the thematic fragments. The last three measures 

contain repetition of the tonic. 

This piece would afford good experiP.nce in thA playing 

ot syncopation and two against three rhythm. 

Album for piano, Opus 72 

No. 1--Prelude (Poeo allegro, tempo rubato) 

Form: ABA' 

Form 

Section A, in E major, beginP with two three .. measure 

phrases and a two-measure extension, repeated, ending in the 

relative minor of the dominant in mea::iure 10. This is .followed 

by four measures of extension or the third measure. Measures 

15-18 form an extension of mea~ure 1. Measures 19-22 are 

further extension of the first phrase. Measures 23-26 con

tain a repetition of the extension of the first measure. 

Section B consist~ of twenty-six measures or development 

containing a continuous sixteenth note passage with apparently 

no relation to Section A. 
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Section A' is similar in structure to Section A but is 

shorter. Measures 67-72 consist of a transition leading 

into the coda.. The coda begins w-1. th a six-measure extension 

o:f thf-' first phrase. 11hi~ is followed b :1 a five-measure 

cadence ending in E major. 

MelodY: 

The melody of Section A is wide in range and i s an arpeggio 

type melody. It appears in both hands simultaneously in single 

eighth notes and arranged in a smooth syncopated pattern. 

In measures 15-18 tne melody appears in the right hand in 

octaves with a heavy octave and. repeated chord accompaniment. 

·11ie syncopated rhythm is used here. In measures ~~3-26 the 

accompaniment has an octave followed by descending .four-note 

arpeggio groups so arranged as to provide a countermelody. 

In Section B there is development of the sixteenth 

note arpeggio groups. 'rhis occurs primarily in the ri f:;ht 

hand over a chordal typ~ accompaniment. The last twelve 

measures of the section contain right hand chords over a 

tremelo bass. 

The melooy in Section A' is treated in much the same way 

as it was in Section A. The .final five measures contain sus

tained cadential chords. 

This irregularly organized piece requires considerable 

facility, melody and accompaniment balance, and ability to 

handle the syncopated rhythms. There are some arpeggiated 

passages which would afford good finger exercise. 
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No. 2--Carillon (Moderate tranquillo) 

Form: AB A' B1 

Form 

68 

Section A, in rt:: minor, consists of two four-measure 

phrases. The first phrase ends in C major (mea. 4) and the 

second phrase ends in C sharp minor (mea. 8). 

Section B consists of a four-measure phrase followed by 

a rive-measure extension. It ends with an augmented G chord 

in measure 17. 

Section A1 consists of a tour-measure phrase followed 

by a two-measure extension and ends with an A sharp diminished 

chord in measure 23. 

Section B' consists of one four-measure phrase followed 

by a five-measure extension leading into the coaa. 

The ooda consists of ten measures based on the melodic 

theme of Section A. 

Melody 

There is a small three-note melodic figure in the left 

hand in quarter notes which is persi~tent throughout the two 

A sections and the coda .. The right hand has a chordal type 

eighth note melodic figure which follows the three-note bass 

figure. 

In Section B the melody is wide in range and is composed 

primarily of large intervals. It appears first in the right 
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hand in octaves above an arpeggiated accompaniment. 1'he 

melody moves to the left hand with a right hand eighth note 

octave aeoompaniraent. Once again it appears in the right 

hand, this time with a triplet figure in the accompaniment. 

'.Phis triplet figure is then taken by the right hand while 

the left hand brings 1n the melody a second time. 

The bass melody in Section A' is reinforced by the 

addition of octaves and the ri.ght hand chords a.re fuller. 

The melodic figure in Section B' is treated in very much 

the same way as in Section B. 

The coda is built on the three-note rigure of Section 

A. The final six measures contain repetition of the tonic 

chord. 

This is not a.n unusually difficult piece and would not 

call for any special ability other than good control of 

octaves. Written in 7/4 time, it would give a student ex

perience in playing in that unusual meter. 

Album for pie.no, Opus 72 

Mo. 3--Toocata (Allegretto) 

· Form: One-Part 

Form 

::£'his piece, in F sharp minor, begins with four four

measure phrases and is followed bJ an eight-measure phrase. 

The first and second phrases end in the dominant or F sharp 

minor (mea. 4 and 8) and the third and fourth phrases end in 
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the dominant of A major (mea. 12· and 16). The eight-measure 

phrase (mea. 17-24) modulates to A flat major (mea. 24 and 25). 

There are two four-measure phrases in the key of A flat major 

and each one ends in the dominant of F (mea. 28 and 32). 'lhis 

is :rollowed by eleven measures, in F major, Which are based 

upon measures 9-12 with extension. A fourteen-measure exten

sion and development of the melodic rigure follows. It begins 

in F major but ie modulatory throughout and ends in the domi

nant of F sharp minor in measure 57. ·.rhis development section 

is followed by four four-measure phrases structurally identical 

to the four phrases a.t the beginninr of the piece. These 

are followed by an eight-measure extension which leads into 

the eleven-measure coda. 

Melody 

There is one melodic theme which forms the basis of the 

entire piece. It is composed primarily of s:rnall intP-rvals 

and diatonic progressions. The melody is presented in triplet 

groups played alternately between hands. There are places, 

e.g., mea. 17-20, where both hands play simultaneously but 

for the most part the melodic rigure appears alternately. 

In measures 58-72 the right hand has added rapid arpeggio 

figures. 

In the coda (mea. 82-92) there is further development of 

the melody followed by a six-measure repetition of the tonic 

chord, in arpeggios and double notes. Four heavy tonic chords 

end the piece. 
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This is a good recital piece and one which requires 

much speed. It would be a good piece to develop alternation 

of the hands and a double note technique. 

Album for Pia.no, Opus 72 

No. 4--Waltz (Allesro ~razioso !! eon moto) 

Form: A B A t B t A ' t 

Forrn 

Section A, in A major, begins with .four four-measure 

phrases. The fi1'Jst phrase consist~ of a two-measure melodic 

figure whioh is repeated.. The second phrase (mea.. 5-8) is 

a consequent phrase forming the period. The third phrase 

(mea. 9-12) is similar to the first and includes the figures 

of the second phrase. In measures 17-28 there is a repetition 

of the first phrase with alterations and measures 29-30 lead 

to another restatement beginning with measure 33 again in A 

major. Measures 33-48 are structurally identical to the 

first sixteen measures except that the modulation i~ into 

the key of B major (mea. 45-48). Beginning with measure 49 

the first phrase appears in B rnajor and modulates into F! 

flat major (mea. 58-64). 

Section B begins in the key of F minor and arter four 

four-measure phrases goes to the dominant (mea. 80). It is 

followed by four more four-meae.ure phrases and ends in an 

altered dominant (mea. 96). There is a two-measure exten

sion (mea. 97-98) which leads into a twenty-one-measure 
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transition section. 'This chromatic section modulates to C 

major (mea. 119} but the next measure makes a.n abrupt change 

to the key of' G minor and there is a. repet:i. tion o~ the two 

phrases (mea. 65-72) in G minor but it modulates to the key 

of C major (mea. 132-13$). 

Section A' begins with an eight-measure introduction 

followed b:y a :repetition of A in the same key. 

Section B1 is rtructurally identical to Section B. 

Section A' • begins wl th eight four-measure phrases 

similar to A, followed by twenty-eight rnee.sures of extension. 

The twenty-two-measure ooda ends in A major (mea.. 332). 

Melodl 

Th.e short melodic figure on wht ch Section A is built is 

composed of three notes in descending progression. In the 

first phrase the figure is given twice in the right hand 

nbove a typical octave--ehord--chord accompaniment. This 

is followed by four measures in which the rir,ht hand has a.n 

eighth note arpergio figure above a.n octave--ohord left hand 

accompaniment. The first melodic figure appears two more 

times altered and intertwined within an arpeggio pattern in 

the r:ight hand. 'lhis clearly is a combination of the first 

.figure (mea. 1-2) and the secono figure (mea. 5-6). In 

measures 17-32 the melody appears above an arpeggiated left 

hand accompaniment. 

The melody in Section Bis di.a.tonic in nature and is 

freely altered throughout the section. The first part of 
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the theme is presented in the lef't hand in eighth notes with 

a chordal right hand accompaniment {mea. 65-68). The second 

part of the theme appears in the right hand intertwined within 

an arpeggiatad figure which appears in both hands simul tan

eously. A new theme appears in measures 81-84 and 87-92 

which begins with a descending octave skip. The texture is 

chordal. In the transition section (mea. 99-119) chromatic 

treatment is presented in arpeggiated eighth notes in both 

hands. 

The meloo.ie themes in Sections A•', B', and A''' are 

treated in the same way af' in Secti.ons A and B. 

1'h.e twenty-two measure corla consists of a repetition or 
an ascending left hand arpeggio group followed by a descend

ing right hand arpeggio group,. 

This piece contains many key changes and would be a 

good sight reading piece for an advanced student. 

Album for piano, Opus 72 

I~o. 5--Chanson lie.poli taine (Andantino) 

Form: A B A' B • A' 1 B' • A• t 1 

Form 

Section A. in C minor, is preceded by a four-measure 

introduction. Two eight-mea~u.re phrases follow which form 

Section A. The f'irst phre.Pe ends in the sub-dominant (mea. 12) 

and the second phrase ends in the tonic (mea. 20). 
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The short B section, also in C minor, conf~ists ot only 

one eight-measure phrase based upon a two-measure .figure. 

This is followed by a two-measure extension which ends in 

the dominant in measure 30. 

Section A 1 , B', and A•' are structurally identical to 

Sections A and B. 

Section B'' consists of an eight-measure phrase followed 

by a two-measure extension which ends in the dominant (mea 82). 

This is followed by eleven measures which consist of an 

eight-measure phrase with two measures of interior extension 

(tnea. 85 and 88) and one measure of exten~ion at the end 

(mea. 93). 

Section A''' is structurally identical to Section A. It 

is followed by a nine-measure eodetta which ends with a 

cadence in C minor. 

Melody 

The .four-measure introduction is built on the left h&.nd 

accompanim~nt pattern of Section A. Jibe mPlodic theme is 

narrow in range and is composed of a su~tau1ea note followed 

by rapid embellir-hrnent-like figures leading into another 

sustained note. It is contained within the right hand in 

single notes above an arpeggiated. left hand accompaniment. 

The right hand also has a light accompaning chord on the 

second beat of' each measure. 
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rrhe melodic .figure of Section B is nr➔.rrow in range and 

entirely di.atonic. It is two measures long and appears in 

the left band , four times in single eighth notes, and one 

time in octave eighth notes. The ri ght h&nd accompaniment is 

made up of sustained dominant notes and a four-note ascending 

diatonic countermelody. 

The melody of Section A' is looated in the r tght hand 

in the middle range of the keyboard with a left hand accom ... 

paniment of broken chords arranged below and above the melody 

line. This section is written on three staves. 

In Section B' the left hand melody appears in sixteenth 

notes alternately with a repeated dominant tone. There is 

an a.ddi tion of fill octave to the r•ir.,,..Jrit hand dominant accom

paniment note. 

In Section A'' the m~lody appears in the right hand in 

octaves above an accompaniment, played by both hands, con

sisting of repeated tonic chords followed by chromatic runs. 

In the last four measures of the section the left hand alone 

furnishes an arpe hgiated accompaniment to the right hand 

octave melody. Except for the last three measures (mea. 70-

·72) the entire section is written on three staves. 

In Section B'' the melody appears first in both hands 

simultaneously. The right hand has the melody in s:i.ngle 

notes and the left hand presents it in broken octaves. In 

measures 77-82 the right hand has a heavy chord accompaniment 

above the broken octave left hand melody. In the eleven 
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measures which follow, the melody s.ppea.rs in octaves in the 

right hand above a broken chord bass. 

In Section At' t the Itlelody and accompaniment a.re treated 

in much the ee..rne way that they a:re in Section A. ~Phe melody 

appears an octave lower in this section. 

In the nine-measure codett& a fragment of the B thell'le is 

re-echoed. The piece ends with a two-measure cadence in C 

minor. 

This piece would provide good exercise in reading three 

staves. The variad placement oi' the melody line would call 

for good balance between melody and accompaniment. 

Album for piano, Opus 72 

No. 6--Finale (Alle~ro ... Meno mosso) 

Form: AB A' B' 

Form 

Section A 1 in E major, consists of two eight-measure 

phrases each ending with a cadence in B major (.mea. 8 and 16). 

This is followed by a twenty-measure exten~ion and develop

ment of the A therne. It ends in the dominant of I~ major 

(mea. 36). There is one more eight-measure phrase .followed 

by a fifteen-measure exten~ion which end~ in the dominant 

(men. 58-59). 

Section E, in B minor, begins with two eight-measure 

phrases each ending in the tonic (mea. 67 and 75). This is 

.followed by an eight-measure phrase with a six-llleasure exten-

sion which ends in the tonic (mea. 89). '.r'wo more phrases 
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follow. 1rhe first phrase ends :tn D major (mea. 97) and the 

second phrase ends in an altered dominant seventh chord in 

F major (mea. 105). The sixteen-measure extension which 

follows ends in the dominant of G major (mea. 121). rl,his 

leads into a two-measure transition connecting Section B with 

See~ion A'. 
Section A' is structurally identical to Section A except 

that the last extension of the section is ten measures in 

length rather than fifteen measures long as in Section A. 

Section B1 consists of thirty-eight measures of develop

ment of the B theme with a fragmentary suggestion of the A 

theme appearing in measures 191-198. 

The forty-measure coda. is freely based on the themes of 

Sections A and B. It ends with a two-meHsure cadence in E major. 

Melody 

The melody in Section A is wii·:e in range and is made up 

primarily of diatonic progressions with a few small intervals. 

It appears chorded and in octaves in the right hand above an 

-octave accompaniment. 

The melodic pattern of Section B is made up of' diatonic . 

runs in groups of five sixteenth notes. This pattern appears 

in the right hand above a triplet lrft hand accompaniment 

to produce the two against three rhythm which Saint-Saens 

obviously favored. 
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The thematic material of Sections A* and B' is presented 

in the same ma.nnex1 as 1 t is in Sections A and B. 

The coda is :rreely based on the two themes. Octaves 

are used by both hands in much of the coda. The piece ends 

with a two-measure cadence in E major. 

'I'he ability to play octaves well in both hands and 

fluency in playing :f'ast runs are both necessary in the per

formance of this piece. It ilso arrords experience in playing 

two against three rhythm. 

Souvenir d 1Italie, Opus 80 

Form ABA' 

Form 

The piece begins with a sixteen-measure cadenza-like 

introduction. 

Section A• in G major, begins with four four-measure 

phrases. The first phrase ends in the tonic of E minor 

(mea. 20) and the second phrase ends in the tonic ot.' B mino:t? 

(mea. 24). The third phrase ends in E minor {mea. 28) and 

the fourth phrase has a cadence in G ma.jor (mea. 32) • This 

· is followed by a four-measure extension ending in the tonic 

(mea. 36). The next ten measures (mea. 37-46) consist of 

two four-m.easure phras~s with a two-measure ex.tension (mea. 44-

45). It ends in F sharp major in measure 46. This is £ollowed 

by a seven-measure extension which ends in the dominant in G 

major. The four phrases which rollow are structurally like 
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the first four phrases of the section. A five-measure exten

sion ends the sectton in G major (mea. 74). 

Section B, in G major, begins with twelve mear.urea 

consisting of two six•measure phrases. These phrases a.re 

repeated three times. This is followed by a thirty-seven

meaP-ure extension and development of the B theme (mea. 122-

159). 

Section A' begins with ten measures which conPist of 

two four-measure phrases with a two-measure extension (mea. 168-

169). It ends in F sharp major (mea. 170). The seven-measure 

extension which follows ends in the dom:lnant of G (mea. 177) 

and leads into the last four phrases of the section. These 

four phrases are structurally identical to the first four 

phrases of the section. 

A seventeen-measure coda ends in G major. 

~ody 

The sixteen-measure intr•oducticn is freHly based on 

the theme of Section A. It is presented in a cadenza-like 

pattern with wide arpoggia.ted chords supporting the single

tone melodic figure. 'lhis is followed by rapid diatonic and 

chromatic runs. 

The melody of Section A is contained within an octave 

and a fourth &n(i. is composed primarily of small inte11vals and 

diatonic progressions. The theme appear~ in the right hand, 

first in single notes, then chorded, above a left hand 
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accompaniment consisting of broken chords. In the four

measure extension (mea. 33-36) the right hand presents a 

sixteenth note broken chord passage. In the following ten 

measures the melody appears 1n dcmble notes above a broken 

chord accompaniment supported by octaves in measures 39 and 

40. The seven-measure extension eonsistf• of right hand six

teenth note broken chords above a left hand broken chord 

accompan:tment. In measures 54-69 the theme is presented in 

variation. It is i nterwoven within sixteenth note .figures 

above an arpeggiated accompaniment. 

In Section B the melodic f'1f:,1;1.1re is staccato and accented. 

It is composed chiefly of diatonic progressions with the 

interval of a fourth occurring as the most cormnon skip. rihe 

melody first appettrs in the left hand below a right hand 

broken ohord accompaniment. In the Beccnd phrase the right 

hand has the melody above an arpegg:lated left hand accom

paniment. This alternation of melody placement continues 

two more times. In the fourth phrase the right hand melody 

is supported by the aduition o:r octaves over a left hand 

accompaniment consisting of octaves and ascending sixteenth 

·notes. In the thirty-seven-measure extension the melodic 

figure is presented. in both hands in broken octaves. 

The manner of thematic pref•entation in Section A' is 

similar to that used in Section A. 

1he coda is cadenza-like and similar to the introduction. 

The two most connnon technical devices used in this piece 
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are the use of octaves and broken chords. This would be a 

good piece to use in developing skill in thesH two techniques. 

Les Cloches du Soir, Opus 85 

Form: One-Pa.rt 

~,orm 

lliere is one melodic theme which forms the basis of 

the piece. There is a fourteen-measure introduction followed 

by two eight-metumre phrases which contain the main theme of 

the piece• ifue first phrase ends on the dominant (mea.. 22) 

and the second phrase ends on the tonic (mea. JO). A second 

r ourteen-mea.sure introduction (mea. 31-Wd follows which 

leads into the main theme in a. new key. In measures 45-66 

there is an eight-measure phraFe which ends in the dom.inant 

of G flat major (mea. 52) followed by fourteen measures which 

include an eight-measure phrase with extensions. There is 

a cadence in F! flat major in mear-ure 66 which is followed by 

a oodetta ending in E flat major. 

Melody 

The introduction consists of two measures of chords 

followed by two measures of sustained octaves. There is a 

right hand trill in measures 9 and 10 followed by a cadenza-

lik~ sixteenth note paseage which leads into the main theme. 

The melody is made up of diatonic progressions and small 

interval skips which .figure within the harmony o.f the accom

paniment. This melody appears chorded in th~ right hand above 
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a. repeated chord accompaniment in the left hand. The fourteen

measure introduction which follows is an imitation of the 

introduction e.t the beginning. 

In the ~eoond presentation of' the melodic theme the 

right hand has a double note acco1-ripan.iment and the melody 

appears in the left hand,. In measures 58-66 the melody 

appears in the right hand in octaves and single notes above 

repeated octaves and chords in the left hand. 

The seven-measure codetta is based on the first four 

measures or the introduction. The .final cadence is inf.: flat 

major in measure 71 followed by two measures in which two 

quarter note dominant octaves are quiAtly played. 

Valse Canariote, Opus 88 

Form: ABA' 

Form 

'I1he piece begins with a seventeen-measure introduction 

where the thematic material for Section Ai~ stated. 

Section A has an internal :form of .! 12. .£• Part _!, in 

A minor, consi~ts of two eight-mea~ur~ phrases repeated. 

The first phrase ends in the tonic (mea. 25) and the second 

phrase ends in the dominant (mea. 33). Part!?_, in C major, 

conf::!ists of two eight-measure phrases. The fi:r·st phrase 

ends in the tonic and the second phrase ends in the dominant 

of A major. Part,£, in A major, consists of four eight-measure 
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phrases. All four phrases end in the tonic (mea. 73, 81, 

89, and 97). 

Section B has an internal form of .! b !! • b' • Par)t _!, 

in F major, consists of two eight-measure phrases. :L1he first 

phrase ends in the tonic (mea. 105) and the second phrase 

ends in A flat major (maa. 113). Part.!?_, in g major, con

sists of three eight-measure phrases., 1Ib.e first two phrases 

end in the tonic (mea. 121 and 129) and the third phrase 

ends in the dominant of E flat (mea. 117). Part a' is - -
atruc tu.rally identical to part a. Part !!.', like :!:?_, consists 

of three eight-measure phrases except that in part bt there 

is an eight-measure extension which follows the third phrase. 

Section A' has an internal form of!_ b £• Parts a and 

bare structurally identical to parts !i and h of Section A. 

Part c is radically changed from part c in Section A. In - -
this section part ,2. consists of a sixty-measure development 

and extension section which leads into the long coda. The 

coda consists of four eight-measure phrases similar to part 

a in Section A. The fourth phrase of the ooda, however, has 

a two-measure extension {mea. 321-322). This is .followed by 

four eight-measure phrases which are identical in form to 

part 2. of Section A. An eleven-measure AXtension follows 

which ends the piece in A major. 
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Melody 

The melodic figure in the introduotion consists of four 

repeated notes followed by four notes arranged in diatonic 

progressio.n. 'lbe melody of part .! in Section A is built on 

this .figure. It has two triplet .figures added to the third 

repeated note. i'he melody appears in the right hand first 

in single notes then in octaves over a typical waltz bass 

consisting of an octave followed by two chords. 1fue melody 

in part b. is wide in range and consistR almost entirely of 

diatonic progressions. It appears in the right hand in 

chords and in double notes. The aeoornpanirnent consists of 

diatonically moving eighth note patterns, quarter note chords, 

and single notes. Part e has a narrow ranged diatonic type -
melody. It appears in octaves in the right hand over a broken 

chord accompaniment. 

The a theme of Section Bis an angular type melody with 

a detached quality. It appears in the right hand over an 

ootave--ehord--chord bass. 1lhe thematic material in part 

B_ is disconnected and .fragmentary. 'l1ha right ha..r1d has an 

angular figure that skips back 1m6 forth between two octaves 

·over the left hand arpeggiated accompaniment. In measures 

178-185 the rip)lt hand has a chromatically descendinc eighth 

note passage which leads into 8ection A'. 

In part_! or Section A' the melody and accompaniment 

are treated similar to part~ in Section A. In part£ the 

melody appears in octaves above an octave--chord--chord left 

hand accompaniment. In part o the theme is angular and 
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detached. 'I'here is an octave skip followed by a two-measure 

eighth note a.rpeggiated run, followed by another octave skip. 

1rhis is presented in the right hand over an octave--ehord-

ehord accompaniment. The middle part (mea. 246-261) he_s a 

legato arrangement of the melody presented in the right hand 

in octaves over a broken chord accompaniment. 

1H1is is followed by a long coda in which the melody is 

presented sin1ilarly to the way in which it wa.s presented in 

the introduction. 'l'he melodic theme appears in the right hand 

first in s:1 ngle notes above an octave--ohord--chord accom

paniment, then in octaves above an arpeggiated aeeompaniment. 

The remainder of the coda consists of restatements of the 

!:. theme of Section A. It appears in the right hand in single 

notes, octaves, and broken octaveP over an accompaniment 

consisting of broken chords and an octave--chord--chord 

pattern. There are eight measures of arpeggiateo eighth 

notes played simultaneously by both hendP-. A three-measure 

repet:ltion of the tonic chord ends the piece. 

Suite for the piano, Opus 90 

No. 1--Prelude ~ ~'ugue 

Prelude (Andante maestoso} 

Form: One-Part 

Form 

The piece, in F me..1or, begins with a one-measure intro

duot1 on in which the accomp[.)..niment .figure ie presented. This 
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is followed b:? aig-,ht two-measure phrases and one four-measure 

phrase which make up the piece. The lJi~elude goes directly 

into the Fugue w:l thout a pause or a cadence. The fj_nal measure 

ends in the dominant in measure 20 which is also the first 

me asur(~ of the Fugue. 

Melodz 

The chief characteriBtic o:r this piece 1~ the accompani

ment figure which consists of groups of eight thirty-second 

notes in broken f'ormation. This .figure appears f'our times 

in each mea.sur~e and is containAd wlthin the right hand exclu

sively. The left hand has a melodic f'igure which cons i.sts 

of two eighth notes followed by a quarter note. 11hese are 

arranged diatonically and, except for measure six, are de

scending. This melodic figure appears in octaves and chords. 

In :measure 19 the broken formation passage descends to the 

low bass dominant note in measure 20. 

Fugue (Andante maestoso) 

Form: ABC 

Form 

This is a three voice fugue in the key of F major. In 

Section A the two-measure. subject a.ppearr first in the top 

voice, then in the inner voice a fifth below the tonic, and 

finally in th0 bass two octaver· below the first voice. There 

is a three-measure extension berore the cadence in F major 

(mea. 28). 
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Section B 1 nine measures in length, consists of :frag

mentary development of the subject with the first and second .,, 

counterpoints re-echoed slightly. The final cadence oi: the 

middle section is in the dominant of F major (mea. 37). 

Sect:ton C conslsts of nine measures in which the subject 

is resta.tP,d in the left ha.nd in octaves (maa. 37-38) below 

a fragmentary treatment of the augmented second counterpoint 

in a syncopated rhythm. A .figure of' the subject is f'urther 

presented in sequence in the two upper voices {mea. 41-43) 

over a broken octave bass. rrh.e two-measure cadence in P 

major ends the piece. 

Melody 

The short melodic theme consistf! of 1'our eighth notes 

followed by rive groups of sixteenth notes. ~heae notes are 

arranged in small intervals (except for one skip o:r a tenth} 

and in diatonic progressions. 'rhe second voiee which comes 

a fifth below the first is a.n inexact repetition of the sub

ject and appears below the first counterpoint. 'rhe third 

voice is exactly like the first voice. The first counter

point is diatonic with only one wide interval skip. The 

second counterpoint which appears above the third voice 

consists of three ascending notes followed by four ascending 

notes in arpecgio skips a.nd followed by a diatonic progression. 

Stretto is introduced in Section B. In measure 28 three 

altered subject fragments and a fragment of the firPt counter-

point are presented simultaneously. In meaBures 28-29 ~he 
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full subject is given in the inner voice a.long with a brief 

appearance of the first !'our notes of the subjec.t in diminu

tion in the lower voice and the first part of the subject in · 

the upper voice. A part of the subject appears in sequence 

in measures 29-30. There is further stretto in measures 

33-36 where all three voices re-echo the subject. 

In Section C the accompaniment pat t erns are presented 

in syncopation above left hand octave treatment of the subject. 

In measure 41 begins a sequence of the subject in the two 

upper voices above an eighth note bro ken octave bass. •rhere 

is a two-measure per.feet cadence in measures 44~-45. 

The Prelude provide~ excellent f'inger exeroise for the 

right hand. The Fugue is short with a slow tempo marking 

and would be a good piece for a student who has limited tech

nical experience in contrapuntal playing. 

Suite for the piano, Opus 90 

No. 2•-Menuet (Moderato) 

Form: ABA 1 

Form 

Seotion A, in F major, begins with two four-measure 

phrases and e. four-measure extension, repeated. The phrases 

end in the key o:r A minor (mea. 12 and. 24). 'l'his is followed 

by two four-measure phrases and ten rneasures containing two 

.four-measure phrases and a two-measure extension. The section 

ends with a perfect cadence in F major (mea. 42). 
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Section B, in F major, begins with two eight-measure 

phrases, each followed by a :four-measure extension. Both 

phrases end in the dominant (mea. 54-66). 'fu1s is followed 

by two phrases each with an eleven-measure extension. Both 

phrases end in the tonic of the relative minor (m.ea. 85-104). 

Section A•, an abbreviation of Section A, consists of 

two four-rnea.sure phrases with a four-measure extensJ.on ending 

in A minor (mea. 116} and followed by ten measures consisting 

of.' two four-measure phrases with a two-measure extension. 

The phrase ends in the tonic of F major (mea.134). An eleven

measure codetta follows which ends the piece in F 1najor. 

MelodY; 

The first :four measures of the melod.i c figu1.,e are :made 

up of two ascending diatonic progressions followed by four 

measures of wide intervals in angular progressions. This 

melody appears first in the right hand in lightly chorded 

single tones above a chorded accompaniment. In measures 25-

28 the melody appears slightly altered in th~ left hand in 

octaves with a chorded right hand accompaniment. In the 

last phrase of the section the melody appears in the right 

hand in octaves, then in single eighth notes, then in small 

chords,. 

In Section B the melody is wide in range and angular in 

quality. The eight-measure melody appears in the right hand 

in single notes. '11he lei't hand presents the melody in the 
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third measure a third below the right hand. This altered 

"canonn device continues throughout the entire sixty-two 

measures o:f the section. In the second phrase of' the section 

the right hand melody is reinf'orced by the addition of octaves. 

In the third and fourth phraser- the eight-measure melodic 

figure is inverted. lt appears in single notes and small 

chords. 

In Section A' the melody and accompaniment are presented 

in much the same way they are in Section A except that there 

is the addition of some octaves to both melody and accompani

ment• The eleven-measure codetta is based on t i1e theme of 

Section B and appears in the right hand in s:Lngle notes over 

a light single note accompaniment. 

No outstanding ability is necessary in the perrorrnance 

of this piece• however, Sect:J.on B would provide good experience 

in playing canon-type pieces. 

Suite for the piano, Opus 90 

No. 3-•Gavotte (Allegro) 

Form: ABA' 

Form 

Section A, in F major, has an internal rorm or~ b. 

Part a consists or two eight-measure phrases. Both phrases 

end in the dominant (mea. 8 and 16) • Part !!. consists of four 

eight-measure phrases. The l~st two phrases are identical to 

the first two. Phrases one and three end in the dominant 
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(mea. 24 and 40) and phrases two and four end in the tonic 

(mea. 32 and 1+8). 

Section B consists of two eight-measure phrases, both 

ending in the tonic (mea. 56 and 64), followed by two more 

eight-measure phrases. The first phrase ends on an altered 

tonic (m.ea. 72) and the second phrase ends in the dominant 

of F major (mea. Bo). 

In Section At part .! consists of one eight-rneasure 

phrase which ends in the dominant (mea. 88). Pa.rt£, con

taining two eight-measure phrases, is identical to the first 

two phrase.s in part ~ of Section A. '.Ph.a piece ends with an 

eight-measure codetta. 

Melody 

The melody in part~ is composed of a short melodic 

figure made up o:f five notes ascending by thirds followed by 

a heavy chord. '11his is repeated three times and is followed 

by eighth notes ascending and descending in thirds and seconds. 

The last two measures of the melodic theme consist of a half 

note, four eighth notes arranged in wide intervals, and another 

half note. 'l1his melody appears in the right hand above a 

left hand accompaniment consisting of' eighth notes appearing 

in broken chords and diatonic progressions. The melody in 

the first phrase of part£ (mea. 17-24) is made up of five 

eighth notes ascending by thirds followed by five quarter 

notes e.rra.nged in small intervals. Thi~ figure appears twice 

and is followed by half notes descending diatonically and 
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ehromatioally, o.nd two measures of' eighth notes genornlly 

descending in broken chords. The melody appears in the right 

hand with a chordal le.ft hand accompaniment. Th i s phrase 

is repeated in measures 33-40. The second phrase (mea. 25-

32) consists of an asoending arpeggio pattern repeated, followed 

by descending eighth notes and two measu1--es of. eighth notes 

arranged in small intervals with one interval of a sixth and 

one interval o.f a seventh. rlhis phras~ is repeated in measures 

41-48. The melody appears in the right hand throughout both 

presentations except for measures 24-27 and 40-43 where the 

arpeggio figure begins in the left hand. 

In Sact:i.on B the melodic theme consists of a. descending 

fourth and an ascending fourth :followed by four diatonically 

ascending quarter notes. This is followed by two measures 

of quarter notes and eighth notes arranged ln a. descending 

diatonic pattern except for the last note which is a skip of 

a fourth upward. The melody appears chorded in the ri ght 

hand except for measures 66-67 and 70-71 where the right 

hand has a half note chord accompaniment above the left hand 

melody. The left hand accompaniment consists of a sustained 

octave followed by a descending diatonic figure in half notes 

over a sustained tonic tone. In measures 72-80 the accom

paniment consists of two notes repeated in ~ip:hth note groups 

with a low half note added in measures 72, 7h, and 76. 

In Section A' the treatment of the melody and aocompani

ment is the same as that of Section A. 
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In the first four measures of the coda the B theme is 

restated in both hands in stretto. It 1s followed by broken 

chords in the tonic and a final perfect cadence in measures 

111-112. 

Suite for the piano, Opus 90 

l~o. 4--Gigue (Presto) 

Form: One-Part 

Forni 

There are two melodic themes which form the basis of' this 

piece which is in the key of F major_. The first phrase con

sists of a four-measure melodic figure presented contrapuntally 

three times. Following the third statement there is a ten

measure extension which ends in the dominant (mea. 23). The 

second melodic phrase consists of an eight-measure phrase 

followed by a six-measure extension which ends in the domi

nant in measure 36. 

The first melodic phrase, slightly altered, is presented 

again (mea. J6-40). It consists or a four-measure theme 

presented contrapuntally three times and .followed by a twelve

measure extenP:ion. The extension ends in the tonic (xnea. 61). 

Measures 61-74 consist of an eight-measure phrase followed 

by a six-measure extension which ends in the tonic (mea. 74). 

Melody 

The melody in the first phrase (mea. 1-22) is composed 

of six eighth note groups arranged in ascending broken chords. 
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This melody appears in the upper voice on the tonic and is 

followed by the second voice which appears in an inner voice 

a fourth below the tonic. The third voice appears in the 

bass an octave below the first voice. The first counterpoint 

oonsists or a diatonioally ascending eighth note passage. 

The second counterpoint consists of two eighth notes placed 

at an interval of a second and repeated baok and rorth to 

i'orm a group of five eighth notes. This group appears in 

sequence twice to form the second counterpoint. 'l'here is a. 

ten-measure extension (mea. 1.3-22) in which an unrelated 

figure appears above an accompaniment fI°'eely based on frag

ments of the subject and the first counterpoint. 

The second ph:rase (mea. 23-35)consists of a chord .followed 

by ascending arpeggios in both hands. This figurA appears 

three times and is followed by broken chords ascending and 

descending alternately in groups of three above an accompani

ment consisting of' thirds progrescdng chromatically, dia

tonically, and in small skips. 

In the third phrase, which is a repetition 0£ the first 

phrase, the subject is altered slir....htly and begins in the 

bass. The second voice appears in the inner voice a fifth 

higher and the third voioe appears in the top voice a ninth 

above the bass. The twelve-measure extension which follows 

(mea. 49-60) consists of development of fragments of the 

subject and the r1rst counterpoint. 
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The :fourth phrase is essentially the sa..-rne as the second 

phrase and the f'inal cadence is in F minor (mea. 73 ... 74). 

Theme Varie, Opus 98 

Form: Theme with variations 

Form 

There is one main theme which is presented in .five varia

tions in this piece. There is also a subordinate theme (theme£) 

which is presented in the first two variations and not again. 

The piece, in C major, begins with a lon.g :i.ntroduotion 

ending in the dominant in measure 18. 

The main theme consists of two eight-measure phrases in 

which the eight-measure theme is stated twice (mea.. 19-34}. 

Both phrases end in the sub-raedient. This is followed by 

two eight-measure phrases in which theme bis presented 

twice. Both of these phrases end in the tonic. 

Variation I consists of two ~ight-measure phrases -which 

contain the main theme. Here again both phrases end in the 

sub-medient (mes ... 58 and 66). Another eight-measure phrase 

follows which contains the eight-measure b theme. It ends 

in the tonic in measure 74. 

Variation II, in C minor, begins with a two-measure 

introduction and is followed by f'ourteen measures in which 

the melodic theme is freoly presented. It modulates to the 

dominant of E flat in measure 90. 
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Variation III begins in B flat major and consists of 

six mea~ures in t-.rhieh the four-measure :melodic figure is 

presented with extension. It is followed by eighteen measures 

which consist of' further development of the theme. 

In Variation IV two measures of the theme are presented 

thre~ times (mea.. 11.5-120) followed by fourteen measures of 

extension of the accompaniment pattern (mea. 121-134) and one 

transition n1easure (mea. 1J5) leading into the next variation. 

Variation V consists of twenty measures in which the 

four-measure fi.gure of the theme is presented five times. 

This is followed by six measures 1n which a two-measure figure 

of the theme is given three times. rrhe nineteen-measure coda 

ends the piece in C major in measure 180. 

Melody 

'l'he first two measures of the introduction consist of 

bass octaves. 'l'his is followed by a statement of' the theme 

in the left hand within a broken chord pattern. In measures 

7-9 the left hand maintains the same pattern and the right 

hand has a thirty-second note pattern. The remainder ot the 

introduction (mea. 10-18) is cadenza-like. 

The main theme is contained within an octave and is made 

up of small intervals and diatonic progressionF:. 1rhis theme 

is presented quite simply in right hand chords with an octave 

accompaniment. In measures 27-34 the melody is raised and 

octaves are added to it. The subordinate theme (theme~) 
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consists of six measures of chromatically ascending notes 

followed by two measures of predominately descending notes. 

This theme is presented in the same way the me.in theme is. 

In Variat1.on I the theme is disguised within a right 

hand rhythmic pattern consisting of four thirty-second notes 

followed by three sixteenth notes. The left hand has a 

staccato triplet pattern. The first phrase ends with a right 

hand trill and sixteenth note passage in measure 58. In the 

second phras e (mea. 59-66) the la~t hand presents the thirty

second note and sixteenth note rhythmic figure as an accom

paniment below the right hand melody presented in a rhythmic 

group consisting of an eighth note followed by a sixteenth 

note, in octaves, and in a rhythm resembling the accompani

ment figure. The b theme is presented in the Sarne way as 

the main theme is in this section. In measures 68 and 70-72 

there are two descending chromatic passages in s:lngle notes 

(mea. 60) and in thirds (mea. 70-72). In the last measure 

of the section (mea. 74) there is a thirty-second note dia

tonic passage ending in the tonic of' C major. 

In Variation II the altered melody is presented in 

· diminution in the right hand, first in single notes, then 

in octaves, above an arpeggio passage in the left hand. 

In Variation III the four-measure figure of the theme 

is presented in the right hand in octaves over a staccato 

eighth note accompaniment. In measures 97-102 the right 

hand has a diatonic and chromatic passage in double notes. 
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measures 109-110. 

In Variation IV the m0.lodic :Cigure is oontainAd within 

the left hand in octaves below a triplet figure in the right 

hand. fn measures 121-134 the triplet accompaniment figure 

is further developed in b.oth hands. 

In Variation V the melody, int time, is presented in 

the right hand in octaves with an octave acco:mpaniment 

(inea. 136-143) • In measures 144-151 the left hand presents 

an eighth note figure in the accompaniment. In measures 

152-167 the melodic figure appears in octaves in thf~ right 

hand above an arpeggia.ted accompaniment figure. In measures 

168-173 there is a triplet presented in both hands inter

ohangably. The cadential chords follow and the last five 

measures consist of repeated tonic notes. 

This piece contains almost every conceivable technique 

problem and would offer a student excellent experience in 

perfecting the many and varied skills required in effective 

piano playing. 

Souvenir d 1Ismailia, Opus 100 

Form: AB 

Form 

Section A, in F sharp minor, is preceded by a one-measure 

introduction. Section A has an internal forni of!:.£!.'• 

Part a consists or six measures in which there ir, a four-measure 
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phrase w1 th two measures of ex.tension (mea. 5 and 7). This 

is followed by two four-measure phrases (mea. 8-11 and 12-15) 

and five measures oonta.ining a :rour-measure phre.se and a one ... 

measure extension (mea. 19). The last thirteen measures o:f 

pa.rt! contain a four-measure phrase with extension. Part b 

consists of a four-measure phrase repeated (mea. 34-41) 

followed by an eight-measure extension (mea. 42-49} • I'his 

is followed by two more four-measure phrases and a tv,renty

measure extension and development .of the _£ theme. Measures 

78-81 consist of a transition section leading into part!:' 

which eontalns only one four-measure phrase with five measures 

of extension. 

Section E begins in D major and has an internal :Corin. of 

.! E. £ ~ t !: ' !?_ t , ..£' • and coda. In part !. there are three 

four-measure phrases each repeated three times. In every 

instance the phrases end in the tonic. Part £_ consi.sts of 

four four-measure phrases repeated in sequence. Part c con

sists of an eight-measure phrase repeated three times and 

followed by a thirteen-measure extension leading into part 

~•. Part b' consists of four four-measure phrase~. Part 

· a' consists or eight four-measure phrases and part b' ' con

sists of three four-measure phrases followed by a thirteen

measure extension. In part£'' there are two four-measure 

phrases followed by nine measures consisting of a .four-measure 

phrase with extension. A nineteen-mea~ure coda ends the 

piece in D major. 
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Melod:y 

The melodic themes of Section A and B contra.st drastically. 

Section A is in the minor mode at a slow tempo with legato 

passages. Section Bis in the major mode at a very fast 

tempo with staccato and accented passages. 

The melody in part~ of Section A is narrow in range, 

contained within an octave, and consists of diatonic pro

gressions and intervals no larger than a fifth. 'l'he theme 

appears in the ri.ght hand with a lightly chorded left hand 

accompaniment. The melody of' part £ · :l. s completely diatonic 

except for an ascending interval of a fifth at the beginning 

and is contained within an octave range. 1be melody appears 

in the right hand in single note?, chords, and octaves, above 

an accompaniment consisting or sixteenth note patterns. In 

measures 42-49 the melodic figure a.npAars in the left hand 

in octaves below a thirty-second note trill-like accompani

ment in the right hand. ln the twenty-measure extension 

(mea. 58-77) the melody appears above an arpeggiated accom

paniment. 

In Section B the melody of part~ consists of a short 

one-measure figure with repetition. In measures 91-122 the 

melody is taken by both hands interchangably. In measures 

123-138 the melody appears in the right hand above a broken 

chord left hand part. In part~ the melodic .figure consists 

of repeated notes reappearing in sequence followed by a phrase 

simlle.r to part .!• The melody appears in the rJ.g,ht hand 
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above an accompaniment consisting of octaves and chords. In 

measure 155-170 there is a sixteenth note descending passage 

added to the accompaniment. In part.£ the :melody consists 

of a short melodic figure containing two descending seconds 

and an aseending third with repetttion. It appears in the 

left hand in octaves wtth a sixteenth note rhythmic pattern 

in the right hand. In me,asures 187-202 the right hand has 

the melody in octaves above a broken chord accompaniment. 

In measures 203-215 the a theme or Section A is re-echoed in 

augmentation in the right hand above a broken chord accompani

ment. Melodic treatment ·or part b' is similar to part b. In 

pa.rt.!' the melody is reinforced by octaves in both hands. 

The melody in part b'' is further reinforced by the addition 

of wide chords and the raising of the melody one octave. In 

pa.rt .2,' the melody appears in the right hand above an ar

peggiated accompaniment. In measures 296-299 the octave 

melody appears in the left hand with a right hand broken 

octave accompaniment. 'l'he coda consists of arp9ggios and 

chords in both hands followed by a 1~our-meafture repetition of 

the tonic. 

The lengthy piece contains many extended octave .passages 

and rapid arpeggios and would demand much strength and fluency 

of the performer. 



Va.lse Mignonne, Opus lOlt

Porm: AB A1 B• 

Form 

102 

Section A, in E flat rnajor, has an internal for!n of'.! b. 

Pa.rt a, preceded by a three-measure introduction, consists of - . 

two eight-measure phrases repeated, ending in the tonic (mea. 

35). Part b consi~ts 0£ ei.ght four-measure phrases ending 

in the 1D nia (mea. 68} e.nd followed by a. :four-measure tran

sition leading into the next section. 

Section B, in A flat major, consists of eight four

measure phrases {mea. 72-104). A four-measure transition 

follows which leads into the A' section (rnea. 105-108). 

In Section A', part.! begins with one eight-measure 

phrase and is followed by a four-measure phrase with a two

measure extension. I1ieasures 124-139 cons:1Lst of two more eight

measure phrase~. Part b consists of four four-measure phrases 

followed by one-measure extension (mea. 157) leading into 

Section B'. 

Section B' consists of four -four-measure phrases followed 

by a three-measure extension leading into the coda. 

The twenty-two-measure coda is based on th10 A theme and 

ends the piece with a pArfect cadence in 1
~ flat major in 

measure 198. 

Melody 

The melody of the f.irst phrase of DB.rt a is narrow in 
- -

range and is chiefly ascending in progrAssion. It appears 
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in the right hand alone in single notes for four measures 

and then with a light accompaniment. In measures 15-18 

octave~ are added to the melody. The melodic figure of the 

third phrase consists of a small figure composed o:f three 

ohromatice.lly descending notes repeated. Thifl melody appears 

in t be r i ght hand in single notes above an ootave--ohord 

accornpa...11.iment. The melody in part b is w3 .. de in range and 

angular in quality • .Lt is contained within the right hand 

over a. single note and chordal accompaniment. 

The inelody in Section B is di.a tonic with or:ly two skips, 

one a third and one a fifth, used. The melody appears in 

the right hand. 

In Section A' the melody is presented in a tripl~t 

figure in both hands. 

In Section B' the 1nelody and accompaniment a.re pr•esented 

as they are in Section B. 

The coda consists of repetition of the first part of 

the A theme. There is a four-measure triplfit passage followed 

by the cadence in E flat. 

Valse Noncha.lante, Opus 110 

Form: AB A' B1 CA'' 

Form 

Section A, in D flat major, is preceded by a two-measure 

introduction. Section A begins with two four-measure phrases 
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and an eight-measure extension which ends in the tonic of D 

flat (mea. 17). This is followed by two more four-rneH1sure 

phrases and an eight-measure extension ending in the dominant 

of D flat (mea. 34). 

Sf'>etion B consists of two eight-measure phrases followed 

by a sixteen-measure extension. 

Section A' is structurally identical to Section A. 

Section B' consists of two eight-measure phrases followed 

by a. fourteen-meaFure extension leading into Section c. 

Section C, in A flat, consists of four eight-measure 

phrases followed by a. ten-measure extension (mea. 100-109) 

which leads into Section A''• 

Section A'' consists of three four-measure phrase8 and 

a one-measure extension (mea.. 122) leading into the coo.a. 

The 001.•a consists of forty measures based on fraf._;Inents 

of the A section. The piece ends with a cadence in D flat 

major in measure 162. 

Melody 

The short melodic theme of Section A is narrow in range 

and is ohie.fly composed of small intervals w:lth only a few 

diatonic progressions. It appears in the right hand in single 

notes above an accompaniment consisting of a single note 

followed by a chord. In measures 18-34 the melody is contalned 

within an arpeggio figure. 

In Section B the melody descends generally in diatonic 
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progression. 'l'het left hand presents th": melody below an 

eighth not.e pattern in the right hand. 

In Section A' the melody contains more added notes in 

a form of decoration. The left hand accompaniment remains 

the srune. 

In Section B' the melody is presented similar to Section 

B except that octaves are added to both hands in measures 

107-110. 

In Section C the rnelody consists of .four descending 

notes in fairly wide intervals followed by a group of generally 

descending notes arranged in a four against three rhyttrrn.. 

This melodic theme is presented four times in single notes 

over a. broken chord accompaniment. 

The melodic figure in the coda appears in single notes 

with lightly chorded accompaniment. 1I1h.ere is a four-measure 

tonic arpe~;.gio (rnea. 222-225) followed by four men.sures con

taining the tonic chord (mea. 226-229). 

Six Etudes for the piano, Opus 111 

No. 1-- Tierces Majeures et Mineurs (Allegretto) 

· Form: ABA 1 

Forro. 

Section A, in G sharp minor, consists of two .four- measure 

phrases repeated. 

Section B consists of three four-measure phrases with 

the third phrase leadi '.1g chromatically back into the A Section. 
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Section A• consists of one four-measure phrase followed 

by one two-mea.~ure phrase with a one-measure extension, and 

a final four-measure phrase with a two-measure e.xtension. 

The piece ends with a tonic chord in G sharp. 

Melody 

The purpose of this etude is to develop technique in 

playing major and minor thirds so the melody is secondary. 

In Section A there is a small diatonic type melody pre

sented in the right hand along with the sixteenth note triplet 

double note pattern. The left hand maintains a broken chord 

accompaniment. In measures 4, 8, 12., and 16 t b.e tr•iplet 

figure appears in sixths and fifths as well as in thirds. 

In Section B the triplet figure appears in the le:rt 

hand with the melodic theme and the right hand presents a 

staccato octave accompaniment (mea. 17-20). In measures 

21 -22 both hands present the triplet figure. This is rollowed 

by two measures in which the triplet figure appears chro

matically first in the left h a nd and then in the right hand. 

In Section A' thematic and accompaniment treatment is 

similar to Section A. 

As the title of this study indicates, this is an etude 

for the development of major and minor thirds and it ofrers 

excellent experience in the development of that skill. 
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No. 2--Trai ts C,hroma.tiques ( Alleeretto) 

Form: ABA' 

Form 
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Section A, beginning in A minor, consists or three �our

measure phrases with a two-measure extension ending the 

aeetion (rnea. 15-16). 

In Section B there are si.x four-measure phrase.<::i with a 

three-measure extension leading back into the A section. 

Section A' is made up of six four-measure phPases and the 

piece ends in A minor in measure 67. 

Melodz 

The melodic content of Section A is only that which may 

appear within the chromatic thirty-seaond note figure on which 

the entire piece is based. In measureP 1-16, which compose 

Section A, the chromatic figure appears in the right hand with 

lightly chorded eighth notes in the acoaupanirnent. 

In Section B the chromatic f'igure alternates between 

hands. In this section there is a short diatonic type melody 

which appears a.long ·with the chromatic figure. 

In Section A' the left hand accompaniment consists of a 

sixteenth note triplet figure as well as a lightly chorded 

eighth note pattern. In measures 61-64 the chromatic rigure 

appears in the left hand. The piece ends in A minor in 

measure 67.
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This is a good piece to develop technique in playing 

chrome.tics. 

Six Etudes for the piano, Opus 111 

No. 3--Prelude and Fugue 

Prelude 

Form: One-Part 

Form 

This piece, in E flat minor, begins with an eight-rneasure 

phrase (mea. 2-9) and a one-measure extension. This is f"ollowed 

by a four-measure extension built on the first two measures 

of the first phrase, From measure 15 to the end of" the piece 

there :is a continuous repetition and extension of the rapid 

eighth note chords and the original octave melody. 1rhese 

chords are ma.de up of thirds moving diatonically down two 

steos and up two steps while a thlrd note of the chord is 

repeated .. The purpose of this piece is to develop f"inger 

control in chord playing a~d Saint-Saens used this chordal 

pattern in such a way that phrases are not clearly dei'inod. 

Melody 

The melody of the first phrase is contained within the 

right hand above the eighth note chordal pattern. It is 

composed 0£ a short figure with repetition and consists of 

one note repeated followed by an ascending and a descending 

interval of a fourth. This is followed by four other notes. 
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In measures 11-14 the melodic figure app0ars twice in 

the left hand under a right hand accompaniment containing the 

characteristic chordal pattern. 

In measures 15-35 the melodic figure, drastically altered, 

appears in octaves alternately between hands. The melody 

throughout this section has no clearly defined phrasing but 

rather appears to be an arran.gfnnent of octaves designed to 

fit the harmony of the accornpaning chordal pattern withoonly 

a. rhythmic reference to the first therue. 

In measures 36-41 the left hand melody, in single notes, 

consists of three diatonioally ascending notes repeated once 

exactly and once in sequence 

Fugue 

Form: ABC 

Form .... -
This is a three voice fugue in tJ:1e key of B flat minor 

with the two-measure subjeot appearinr:; f:lrst in an inner 

voioe. The f-!econd voice, a :Cifth higher, is an inexact re

petition of the subject and appears above the first counter

point (mea. 3-4). 'l1he third voice appears in the bass one 

oetav€~ below the fi11st voice. The section ends with a cadence 

in B flat minor in measure 7. 

At the beginning of Section B the subject 1s restated 

1n an inner voice with the first counterpoint and a .fragment 

of the subject appearing simultaneously (mea. 7-8). In 
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measures 9-11 the first three notes of the subject are pre

sented in stretto along with an augmentation of the last part 

of the sub;ject. In measures 12-15 there are two statements 

of the aubiject along with the first counterpoint and a frag

mentary statement of the sub,ject. The section ends with a 

cadence in E rlat minor. 

Section Chas a stretto of the first counterpoint (mea. 

15-18). This is followed by a restatement of the subject 

over a new contrasting aeoompaniment which consists or six

teenth note diatonic groups (mea. 19-20). Thj.s is followed 

by a six-measure stretto on th(!! eub.ieet and a fragment of the 

subject. In measures 21-22 the stretto ls in the treble above 

the new sixteenth note accompaniment. In measures 23-26 

the stretto is complete in all three voice~. In measures 

27-28 the first three notes of the subject., rhythmically 

altered, is presented in the bass along with the sixteenth 

note countermelody and a short unrelated passage. r.rhe sub

j~et is re~tated in measures 29-30 and is followed by seven 

measures in which the last f'our notes of the subject are 

presented in sequence. The upper two voices continue alter-

. nately in sixteenth notes. In measures 35-37 the subject 

is stated once in its entirety. In measures .39-41 the last 

four notes of' the subject appear in stretto in the two out

side voices with an altered fragment of th~ first counterpoint 

appearing in the inner voice. There is further stretto in 

measures 42-47. In measures 47-50 the subject inverted is 
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heard in the lower voice and the section ends with a cadence 

in E flat minor in measure 51. 

In the coda the subject is stated in stretto (mea • .51-

52, inverted in the lower voice) and the stretto treatment 

of the subject continues to measures .57-58. In this measure 

(mea • .58) a rapid scale-wise passage begins and leads into 

the two-measure cadence (mea. 61-62). 

Melody 

The subject of this three voice fugue is characterized 

by three wide intervals, the fourth, the sixth, and tho seventh, 

and ends with a characteristic tetrachord. The first counter

point is in rhythmic contrast to the subject and is used 

several times in the work. The second counterpoint is not 

readily heard. 

A contrapuntal technique is necessary in the per.formance 

of this piece. 

Six Etudes :for the piano, Opus 111 

No. 4--Les Cloches de las Palme.a (Andantino) -------
Form: One-Part 

Form 

rrhis pieoe, in G sharp minor, begins wit.h a thirteen

measure introduction. 

Measures 14-25 consist of six two-measure phrases con

taining the ma.in theri1e and ending in B major (mea. 25). This 
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is followed by another thirteen-measure introduction (mea. 

26-38) leading into the main theme. Measures 39-48 consist 

of three two-measure phrases followed by a four-measure 

extension. This is followed b, five two-measure phrases and 

a one-measure extension leading into the codetta. The eight

measure codetta, baaed on material from th,e introduction, 

ends the piece in G sharp minor in measure 67. 

Melodl 

The introduction is made up of small three-note .figures. 

This figure apt•ears in the right hand in measuref' 1-9. In 

me~urures 3, 5, and 7 the left hand contains a double note 

and octave figure and in mem~ures 10-13 there is a short 

melodic figu1"e in left hand octaves with a repeated octave 

right hand accompaniment. 

In measuros 14-25 the right hand figure consists of 

six thirty-second notes arranged in a rep0,1ted note, ascending 

interval of a third and a sixth, descending interval of a 

sixth and a third. This figure is consistent throughout the 

main body of the piece. In measures 15, 17, and 19 the left 

hand accompaniment conrdats or an octave followecl by a chord. 

i'h.e thirteen-measure introduction (meas. 26-38) is presented 

in the same way as the first introduction. In measures 39-

59 the melodic figure apuears in the right hand and the left 

hand accompaniment is reinforced by the addition of more 

chords and broken chord patterns. Tho eight-measure codetta 
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is built on the thematic material of the introduction. 

The right hand repeated figure offers good experience in 

developing rtght hand finger dexterity. 

Six Etudes for the piano, Opus 111 

No. 5--Tierces Ma.jeures Chrome.tiques {Vivace) 

Form: ABA 1 

Form 

Section A, in D major, consiste of i'ive four-measure 

phrases followed by two :measures of extension. 

Section B begins with one four-measure phrase with a 

two-measure extension (mea. 23-27). This is followed by two 

four-measure phrases and a five-measure trans1tion leading 

into the next section. 

Section A' consists of six four-measure phrases followed 

by a three-measure extension phrase .which ends the piece 

in D major in measure 67. 

I•jielody 

In Section .A the chromatic thirds figure appears in 

the right hand over a light single note and chord aceorapani

ment. The chromatic thirds are arranged in ascending and 

descending tetrachords. 

In Section B the chrome.tic figure first appears in ·the 

left hand with an octave melodic pattern in the right hand 

(mea. 23-27). In measures 28-29 the chromatic figure in 
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sixths appears in the right hand above a chordal accompani

ment. For the rest of the section the chromatic rigure is 

contained within the right hand (mea. J0-40). 

In Section A• the chromatic figure and the accompani

ment appear in much the same way as in Section A. 

This is -an excellent etude for the development or chro

matic thirds technique. 

Six Etudes for the piano, Opus 111 

No. 6--Toccata (Molto allegro) 

Form: AB A' B' 

Form 

Section A, in F major, is preceded by a twelve-measure 

introduction ending in the dominant (mea. 12). Section A 

begins with three four-measure phrases followed by a four

measure extension. This is followed by three more four

measure phrases and a four-measure extension leading into a 

development section. The development sect:ton {mea. L~5-76) 

consists of extension and development of a new four-measure 

melodic phrase stated in measures 4.5-48. Measures 77-106 

consist or f'urther development o.f the second part of the new 

melodic phrase. 

Section B, in G major, begins with two eight-measure 

phrases (mea. 107-~22) followed by a sixteen-measure exten

sion of the first part of the B theme. This is followed by 

thirty measures (rnea. 139-168) in which the second part of 
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the new A theme is developed. A sixteen-measure transition 

follows (mea. 169-18h) which leads into the next section. 

Section A', in P major, begins with three four-measure 

phrases followed by a :four-measure extension leading into 

Section B1 • 

Section B', in E flat major, begins with two eight-measure 

phrases :followed by a fJixteen-measure extension (mes.. 217-

232). Measures 233-252 consist of a transition section 

similar to measures 169-184. Measures 2.53-292 consist of an 

extension and development of the B th~w.e. This is followed 

b y the twenty-:five-measure coda which endr: tbe piece in F. 

Melody 

The melody in Section A is wide in range containing large 

intervals as well as diatonic progressions. It appears in 

the right hand above a lightly chorded accompaniment pattern. 

Measures 45-76 consist of the statement and development of a 

new four-measure theme. This theme consists ot two measures 

of diatonioally arranged octaves followeci by two measures of 

arpeggios. Fieasures 77-106 consist of fur~ther development 

of the arpeggio figure of the new theme. 

The melody in Section Bis narrow in range consisting 

of diatonic progressions and intervals of thirds. 'Ihis melody 

appears first interwoven within an arper:gio figure appearing 

in both hands. F'urther treatment of' the melody is seen in 

measures 111-114 where the left hand takes the melody in 
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octaves under an arpeggiated figure in the right hand,. In 

measures 123-130 the melody appenrs in the right hand above 

an arpeggia.ted left hand acco:n1paniment. Measures 139-168 

consist of development of the arpeggio figur8 of' tb.e new A 

theme. Tho transition section {mea. 169-184) is based on 

the first pa.rt of the new A theme. 

The melody in Section A' is treated in much the same 

way as in Section A. 

In Section B' the melody is treated the same as in Section B. 

The coda is built on the first part of the new theme 

in Section A (meo.. 293-304) and is followed by thirteen moasures 

in which the tonic chord is repeated. 

'l1his is a good piece for developing technical skill :i.n 

arpeggios and octaves. 

Marche du Couronnement, Opus 117 

Porm: ABA' 

Form 

This piece, in .E flat major, begins witn 8Jl eleven

measure introduction. 

Section A begins with two two-measure phrases followed 

by a seven-measure extension. r1'1his if1 followed by tw·o more 

two-measure phrases with a nine-measure extension. The section 

ends with two two-measure phrases and a three-measure exten

sion leading into the next section. 
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Section B begins with six four-meaPure phrase:-•· .followed 

by a twenty-rneasurE:1 extension and transl tion leading into 

Sect1on At. 

Section A' is structurally identical to Section A. 

The twenty-four-measure coda is based on the B section 

and endr. wlth an eight-measure repetition of the tonic chord. 

Melodz 

The melody in Section A is angular in quality consisting 

of skips that figure within the harmony of the accompaniment. 

Throughout the sect:ton the melody appears in chorded octaves 

with heavy chords and octaves in the accompaniment. 

The melody in Section Bis primarily diatonic in pro

gression with only small skips. lt appears in chords and 

in octaves with an octave a.ocompanirnHnt. In measures 59-66 

there is a broken chord pattern added to both the melody 

and the accompaniment. 

In Sect.ion A' the melody, in heavy chorded octaves, is 

further supported by octava sixteenth notes in the accompani

ment. 

In measures 118-123 of the coda, the melody and accom

paniment both appear in chords and octaves. The last e:J.ght 

measures of the piece (mea. 1.34-141) consist of repetition 

of the tonic chord in t,,e right hand in the form of a. triplet 

figure with an octave pattern in the left hand. 
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Forrn: ABC A' a• A" 

Form 
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This pieae begins with a thirty-four-measure introduction 

in the key of E major. It consists of four eight-measure 

phrase;· and :1.s inder)endently dev~loped from material not related 

to any of the body of the piece. 

Section A consists of four eight-measure phrases. 

Section P consists of four eight-Illeasure phrases each 

phrtase composed of a two-measure t>igure repeated in sequence. 

Section C is made up of ten four ... measurt3 phrases with. 

a two-measure extension leading into the next section. 

Section A' begins with two etght-rnea.sure phrases which 

are followed by a th:trty-two-measure extension and transition 

(mea. 157-188). Measures 190-205 consist of two eigl:1t-measure 

phraser built on the introduct:ton theme. This is followed 

by five eight-measure phrases and a six-measure exteneion 

leading into Section C1 • 

Section C' consists of .four .four-:neasure phrases :followed 

by a. two-measure extension leading into the next section. 

Section A'' contains only one eight-measure phrase followed 

by e. seven-measure extension. ~:Phis is followed by the thirty-

three-measure coda. which ends the piece in :E major in measure 

318. 
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Melody 

The :rnelody in the introduction is angular in qua11 ty 

1.dth a ·wide range. ..Lt Hppears in the right hand :ln single 

notes abov0 a lightly chorded left hand accompaniment and :tn 

measures 21-33 the accompaniment consists of broken thirds 

and fourths. 

The melody of Section A is primarily diatonic with two 

octave skips. It appears in the right hand above an accompani

ment conslsting of single: notes., octav~)s, and chords (mea. 35-

50) and broken chords {mea. 51-66) • 

The two-measure melodic figure on which the B theme is 

developed consists of two ascending seconds and a descending 

sixth. This melody appears in the right hand in single notes 

and octave~1 above a broken chord a .. ccompa.niment. 

In Sect:lon C the melodic theme is contained within an 

octave and consists of small inte1~val progressions. This 

melody appears in the 1.eft hand in single notes with a lightly 

chor·ded r:lght hand accompaniment. 

In Sect1.on A1 the melody appears :l.n the le.ft hand with 

a right hand .figure conslsting of a sixteenth notA ~riplet 

group followed by a staccato eighth note. The thirty-two

measure extension and transition section (mea. 157-188} is 

made up of broken octaves played in both hands and rapid 

sixteenth note passages in the right hand with a light chord 

accompaniment. 

Melodic treatment in Section A' is the same as Section A. 
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In Section C' the left hand melody apr.1ears in octaves 

above a sixteenth note broken chord accompaniment in the 

right hand. 

In Section A'' the melody appears f1rst in the le.ft hand 

with a broke n chord accompaniment (mea.. 271-274) then in 

the rip;l1t hand with a broke n chord accompaniment in the left 

hand. The coda consists of rapid sixteenth note arpeggiated 

and diatonic passages. Six measures of cadential chords 

(mea. 313-318) end the piece. 

Six l!~tudes .for the left hand alone, Opus 1 .35 

No. 1--Prelude (A.lle,gpetto !!!9derato) 

Form: One-Part 

:F'orm 

This short one-part piece, in G major, begins with a 

one-mea~ure introduction and follows with twenty-.five two

measure phrases-. The eleventh phrase has a. one-moafmre 

extension. 

Melody 

1.1l1e melodic thc➔me of this piece is a short one-measure 

figure consisti ,}g of an ascending thirty-second noto pattern 

followed by an accented half note which is sustained while 

three staccato eighth notes a.re played. Measures 18-23 

compose a transi ti. on section and here the melodic figure is 

suspended and there is a rep0ated broken chord pat t ern. In 
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measures 33-34 there is a melodic figure with a broken chord 

accompaniment. 1·'1easures 35-37 consist of: double notes. 

Measures Li4-1~7 consist of long arpeggio passages leading 

into the cadential chords (mea. 48-52). 

Th:is piece, as well as the other .five pieces in this 

Opus, provides good exercise in developing finger ind(-?pendence 

in the left hand. 

Six Etudes .for the left hand alone 1 Opus 

No. 2--,!_lla F~ (Allegro non ,trop·1Jo) 

Form 

Th!e short piece, in G minor, is written in a fugal 

style but does not follow a strict contrapuntal form. It 

is composed of one four-measure melodic theme which is 

presented with extension and variation tnroughout the piece. 

In measures 1-9 the theme is presented twice, once in 

the tonic and once in the dominant a fi.fth h:i.gher and the 

second theme ends with a cadence in the tonic in measure 10. 

In measures 10-13 the first measure of the theme is presented 

four times inverted. 

Measures 14-2.5 consist of a subordinate theme which is 

presented at this point and not again. I n measures 25-34 

the first measure of the melod:i.o th~me is given twice followed 

by a six-measure extension which modulates to the key of B 

flat major in measure 35. 
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Mea~ures 35-50, in B flat major, consist of sixteen 

measures in ~;hich the melody appears twice and is followod 

by a.n extension ending in th.e dominant; of B flat major in 

measure $0. 

An oight13en-measure extension and development of' the 

melodic figure follows. aJ1d ends 1.n the dominant of' G major 

(mea. 68). 

Meafi\lres 69-80., in G major, consist of two statements 

of the melodic theme and a .four-me asure extension built on 

tho first part of the melody (mea. 77-80). 

A ten-measure tra.nsi tion, in E flat major, follo·t..rs and 

modulates into the dominant; of G m~jor (mea. 90). 

'llhe coda (mea.. 90-110) contains eight measures of stretto 

of the short melodic figure followed by broken chords and 

arpeggios leading up to the cadence. 

Melod'l 

In this etude, written :for lert hand alone., the1 ... e is 

one melodic theme which for.ms the basis of the piece. This 

theme is contained within an octave and .is composed of small 

intervals. 'fi1e four-mensure theme first appears in the bass 

alone. It is followed by a repetition a fifth higher in the 

treble over a staccato eighth note aocompa.11.iment. The first 

measure of the then1e contains a short rhythmic figure ( J .rm-) 
which is treated in various ways thi-•ought the piece"' In 

measures 10-13 it appears fou1'2 tim":: s in inversion. 
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In measures 14-25 there is a subordinate melodic pattern 

presented which consists of a diatonically ascending passage 

(mea. 14 and 16) followed by thr~ee diatonically descending 

notes. 11he ascending passages in measures 18 and 20 begin 

with a descending second and the three notes which end the 

figure are alte1.,ed (mea. 19 and 21} 111 Measures 21-25 consist 

of' a transition section which is composed 01' eighth notes 

that follow a generally descending direction and lead into 

the ma.in theme. 

In measures 25-26 two presentations of the, short melodic 

figure (one figure inverted) appear in stretto. The six

measure extension which follows is built on sixteenth note 

groups arranged in intervals of seconds and third~. 

In measures 35-42 the melody 11ppon1'"ls first in the bass 

wi.th an accented. tonic note accompaniment, then in the treble 

with a light single note acco:.npaniment. In measures 51-58 

the melodic figure appears in the basr followed by a two

measure sixteenth note passage. In measures 59-61 four figures 

of the subject are used in both parts. 'I'his is followed by 

an extension leading back into the main theme. In measures 

69-80 the sub jeet appears age.fnst a syncopated second part. 

The ten measure transi.tion (mea. 81-89) is not related themat

ically to the subject. 

The coda contains eight me Hsures of stretto .followed by 

the final measures consisting of broken chords, arpeggios, 

and heavy cadential chords. 
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This piece provides good exercirie in developing left 

hand finger independence. 

Six Etudes f'or the left hand alone, Opus 135 

No. 3--Moto Eerpetuo (Allegretto) 

Form: One-Fart 

F1orm 

'1'11"1is piece, in E major, is ma.de up entirely of four

measure phrases. In measure 21 the key changes to G major. 

There is another key change in measure 33 and F sharp minor 

is used. This section (mea. 33-62} is modulatory throughout 

and in measure 63 thB key changes to C major. The original 

key of E major is established again in measure 91 and the 

piece remains in this key to the end (mea. 149). 

Melody 

There :ts no melody a.s such :l.n this piece. It consi.sts 

entirely of sixteenth note patterns. rrhese patterns are 

composed of small intervals with occasional wide s·kips. In 

me1-1sures 129-132 there is a lonp- diatontcally descending 

passage and in measures ll.i.0-144 there is a long diatonice.lly 

ascending passage. Otherwise, the piece con~iete of the 

sixteenth note patterns. The variety of' the piece is con-

tained within the various key changes. 



Six Etudes for the left hand alone, Opus 135 

No. 4--Bourrea (Molto allegro) 

Form: AB A' B' 

Form 
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Section A, in G minor, has an internal form of' ,!!;_ b !. '. 

Part .! consists of five four-measure phrases repeated. Part 

~ consists of rive four-measure phrases. Part a' is structurally 

like part.! except it is not repeated here. 

Section B, in G major, consists of twelve f'our-measure 

phrases and ends in the dominant in measure 109. 

Section A' is structurally identical to Section A except 

that in part a. the five four-measure phrases are not repeated. -
Section B' consists of f'ive rour-measure phrases and a. 

one-measure extension which ends the piece in G major (mea.. 190}. 

Melody 

The melody in part_! of Section A is angular and detached 

in quality covering a wide range. It appears in single notes 

with a lightly chorded accompaniment. In part b the melody 

is narrow in range and consists of small intervals and dia

tonic progressions, It appears in thirds above a single note 

and broken chord accompaniment. 

In Section B the rnelodic theme consists of interval 

skips which figure within the harmony of the accompaniment• 

The accompaniment consists of repeated eighth notes. 

Melodic treatment in Sections A' and B' is the same as 

in Sections A and B. 



Six Etudes for the left hand alone, Opus 135 

No. 5--Elegie (Poco adagio) 

Form: One-Part 

Form 
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'i.'his piece, in D· i' lat major, begins with a twelve - measure 

introduction. Measures 13-29 consist of two four-measure 

phrases and a nine-measure extension. Measures 30-77 consist 
t 

of nine four-measure phrases and a twelve-measure extension. 

Mearures 78-97 consist of five four-measure phrases ending in 

D flat major in measure 97. 

Melody 

There is one melodic theme which forms the basis of 

this piece. It is a diatonic type melody with only a few 

small interval skips. In measures 13-29 the melody appears 

in single notes with a broken chord and single note accom

paniment. In measures J0-42 the melody appears in octavos 

under a. broken chord accompaniment. In meaaures !~J-49 the 

melody appears above the broken chord aocompaniment. There 

is a triplet figure in double notes added in the accompani

ment in measures 50-57. Further treatment of the melody is 

similar to the first fifty-seven measures. A four-me&sure 

repetition of the tonic ends the piece in D flat major 

(mea. 94-97). 



Six Etudes for the left hand alone, Opus 135. 

No. 6--Gigue (Presto) 

Form: ABA' 

Porm 
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Section A, in G minor, consists of three .four-measure 

phrases and a four-measure extension ending in the dominant 

of Bin measure 38. 

Section B consists of eight four-measure phrases and 

ends in C minor in measure 70. 

Section A' begins with two four-measure phrases and a 

nine-measure phrase (mea. 71-87). This is followed by three 

four-measure phrases and a nineteen-measure extension ending 

in the dominant of B minor (mea. 118). Measures 119-140 

consist of four four measure-phrases with a two-measure 

extension. 'I.his is followed by sixteen four-measure phrases 

(mea. 141-205)end1ng the piece in G major. 

Melody 

The melodic figure in Section A is composed of an arpeggio

type figure and appears primarily in single notes with no 

accompaniment. 

In Section B the melody consists of an ascending type 

arpeggio figure followed b-y three staccato eighth notes. It 

appears alone and with a. very light accompaniment. 

The melodic treatment in Sections A' and B' is similar 

to that in Sections A and B, except that in measures 119-126 
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the melodic figure appears in the sixteenth note broken chord 

accompaniment. The last thirteen measures (mea. 193-205) 

consist of repeated broken chords in the tonic of G major. 

Valse Gaie, Opus 139 

Form: ABC A' DA'' 

Form 

Section A, in B flat major, has an internal .form of.! b. 

Part a consist~ of four four-measure phrases and ends in D 

flat major in measure 17. Part E_ consists of six .four-measure 

phrases followed by a SEiVen-mea.sure extensi.on ending in B 

flat in measure 48. 
Section B consists of .four '3ight-measure phrases .followed 

by an eight-measure transition leading into the next section. 

Section C, in A major, ~egins with two four-measure 

phrases followed by a two-measure extension. '11his is followed 

b·y three more four-measure phrase~ and a sixteen-measure exten

sion and transition leading into Section A'. 

Sectj_on A' consists of four four-measure phrases followed 

by a sixteen-measure extension and transition into the next 

s~ction. 

Section D consists of fourteen four-measure phrases and 

a one-measure extension. This is followed by a twenty-eight-

measure tra.nsition section lea.ding into Section A'•. 
Section A'' consists of nine four-measure phrases followed 

by an eleven-measure extension leading into the coda. 
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A thirty-f'ive-measure coda follows which ends the piece in 

B flat major. 

Melodz 

The melody in part~ of Section A is diatonic with only 

a few small intervals. It appears in the right hand in double 

notes over a very light chorded accompaniment. In part!?., 

the melody is wide in range and contains many wide skips. 

It appears in both hands interchangably within a triplet 

pattern. 

In Section B the melody is diatonic and is contained 

r - . C?! within an octave range. t is pre ... ,ented in the right hand 

in single notes end small chords over an Aighth note triplet 

figure. In measures 65-72 the mAlody appears in broken chords 

above a small chord accompaniment. 

The melody in Section C is very wide in range and is 

presented in triplet groups in the right hand above a small 

chord, single note, and octave accompaniment. 

Melodie treatment in Section A. 1 is the same as in Section 

A. 

In Section D the melody is diatonic in progression but 

appears in a triplet group with an octave skip over a broken 

chord accompaniment. The twenty-eight-measure transition 

(mea. 240-267) is based on the D theme and a figure of the 

A theme. 
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The thirty-five-measure coda is chromatic in nature with 

broken chords and double notes appearing in the right hand 

over a triplBt figure (mea. 315-318), chords (mea. 318-322), 

and octaves (mea. 323-343). In measures 343-349 there is a 

triplet figure in both hands and the piece ende in B flat 

:major in measure 349. 

Six Fugues for the piano, Opus 161 

No. 1--Allegro moderato 

Form: ABC 

Porm 

irhis 1s a four voice fugue in the key of A major. In 

Section A the first voice of the one and one-half measure 

subject appears in the tenor. It is followed by the second 

voice a fifth higher in the al to. 1
l1l:1i:1 soprano voice presents 

the subjeet the third time in the tonic and is followed by 

the fourth voice, in the dominant, which appears in the bass 

an octave below the alto. 1IherP is a. ti•m-measure extension 

followed by a cadence in E major in measure 9. 

Section B begins with the presfinta.tion of the first 

measure of the subject in inversion in th.a right hand and in 

stretto (mea. 10-18). In measures 18-19 the subject is 

restated in the bass with a fragment of the subject appearing 

in the right hand. rrhere is a further restatement of the 

subject with f-ragments of the subject figure appearing simul

taneously in measures 21-22. In the following nine measures 
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(raea. 23-31) there i.s .f'urther treatment of the .fragnwntary 

subject figure in stretto. In measure 27 the key changes to 

B minor and modulates to G major in measure 32. In measures 

32-38 the subject is presented in augmentation with one 

pre~entation appea!~ing i.n inversion. A new counte1"i'melody 

fig11re begins in measure 35. In measures 39-l~0 the first 

measure of' the subject figure appears in otretto with tho 

right hand subject presented in inversion. rrhe subject is 

restated in the left ha.nd in measures 40-l.~2. In measures 

43-46 the top voice presents th0. subject in audmentat i on 

above fragmentary trea tment of' the subject. There is fu.1-;ther 

thematic treatment in measures !~7-51 and a cadence in D major 

in measure 52. 

Section C begins with the subject figure rmd an inversion 

of the subject figure appearing in stretto a nd in sequence 

(mea. 52-58). In measures .59-60 thA subject is restated 

with a. new counterpolnt. In mec~sures 60-69 there is further 

treatment of the subject in stretto and sequence. In measures 

69-71 there is a rapid sixtAenth note passage leading into 

the coda. The coda consists of three measures of stretto of 

the subject followed by one mea~ure containing a sixteenth 

note passage leading to the two-measure cadence. ·rhis cadence 

is composed of a V-I progression followed by a II-I progression. 
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Melody 

The subject consists of an ascending third and a repeated 

note followed by an eighth note passage arranged in small 

intervals and diatonic progressions. It appee.rs in the tonic 

in the first and third voices. The second and fourth voices 

are inexact repetitions of the subject beginning on the dominant. 

The first counterpoint is wide ranged and, except for a 

one octave skip, consists of small intervals and diatonic 

progressions. 

The second counterpoint is narrow ranged and, except for 

two intervals of a third, is diatonic. 

The third counterpoint consists of six notes arranged 

in a descending inte:r·val followed by a diatonically ascending 

passage. 

Six Fugues for the piano, Opus 161 

No. 2--Poco Allegro-grazioso 

Form: ABC 

Form 

This is a three voice fugue in the key of r~ flat major. 

In Section A the three-measure subject is presented first 

in the bass (roea. 1-3). It is followed by the second voice 

a fifth higher (mea. 4-6). A.fter a one-measure extension 

the third voice appears in the soprano an octave above the 

first voice (mea. 8-10). There is a four-measure extension 

(mea. 11-14) in which the last part of the subject and the 
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second counterpoint appear sequentially. The section ends 

with a cadence in B flat major {mea. 15). 

In the first four measures of ~ection B the rirst part 

of the subject appears in sequence (mea. 15-lc\), Beginning 

in measure 19 a new two-measure subject is presented in the 

bass. It appears a. fi.fth higher in measure 21 and. the final 

appearance of this new subject oeeurs in measure 23 in the 

upper voice a fifth above the second voice. In measures 25-

26 a fragment of the new subject appears in sequence and in 

inversion. In measures 27-32 fragments of the two subjects 

are presented simultaneously. In measures 33-36 two figures 

of the subject appear simultaneously with a fragrne.nt of the 

second counterpoint inverted in measure 35. In measures 

37-45 the first counter and the second counterpoint inverted 

appear· simultaneously wi.th a sequential treatment of the 

subject figure. In measure !1.6 the first counterpoint appears 

alone and is followed b y three mea~ures in wh:i.ch the subject 

figure appears with the first counterpoint. Measures 50-68 

are a transition in which there is stretto development of the 

subject figure altAred and inverted. ·The section ends in 

E flat minor (mea. 69-70). 

In measures 70-85 of Section C both subjects a.r•e pre

sented simultaneously. In measures 86-98 the first subject 

is presented in stretto. Measures 98 ... 104 contain two state

ments of the subject figure in sequence followed by a four

measure cadence in E flat major. 
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Melodv 

11:he :ftrst subject is contained within an octave range 

and is made up chiefly of ·an1all intervals and diatonic pro

gressions. It has one distinctive interval of a seventh. 

The .first counter·'point also contains an int~~rval of a 

seventh but i~ otherwise composed of small intel"'Vnls. 

The second counterpoint consists of a narrow ranged 

group of notes diatonically arranged. 

The new subject is :ma.de up of f1ixteen~h notes arranged 

diatonic ally with two inte11vals of a third. 

Six Fugues for the piano, Opus 161 

No. 3--Allegr~ 

Form: ABC 

Form 

This is a three voice fugue in the key of G major. 

Section A begins with the presentation of the tl-ree-measure 

subject in the upper voice. It is followed in measure four 

by tb.e second voice a fourth lower. The third entrance of 

the subject, an octave below the first., occurs in measure 7. 

The aect5-on ends with a cadence in D major in measure 10. 

In measures 10-11 of Section B the first part of the 

first counterpoint appears in sequence. In measures 12~14 

the subject is re~tated in the bass with the first and second 

counterpoints appearing in the upper voices. In measures 
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14-16 a fragment o:r the .first counterpoint appears in sequence 

in all three voices. In meaAures 17-19 the subject appears 

in stretto complete in all three voices. In measures 20-21 

the bass sub'j.ect appears with the :first counte;rpoint in the 

upper voices. In measui•es 22-24 e. figure composed of the 

first three notes of the subject appears in stretto. In 

measures 25-2H a figure composed of the last four notes of 

the subject is presented in stretto :tn the two upper voices 

over an unrelated left hand accompaniment. In rn.easures 29-

34 a new counterpoint appears with the ~ubject. 'l1his new 

counterpoint is presented in stretto tn measures 35-39. 'l1he 

subject is restated (mea. 40-42) in partial stretto (mea. 40-

41) and with an unrelated a.coompanhnont pi1ttern {mea. 42). 

A two-measure extension follows which is based on the last 

part of the subject. The secti.on ends with a cadence in C 

major (mea. 4.5). 

In the first pa.rt of Section C (mea. 45-51) the second 

counterpoint appears with the subject {meas. ~.5-47) and with 

an unrelated countermelody {rnea. ~-8-51). In m0asu1"es .51-52 

the subject is restated and is followed by a. diminution of 

the subject figure in measures 53-55. In measures 56-58 

the first counterpoint is presented in sequence along with a 

restatement of the subject in the bass. The section ends 

with a cadenne in G roa~1or in measure 59. 

In the coda the subject is restated in the bass below a 

right hand accornpe.nim.'-'nt consisting of a.n unrelated sixteenth 
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note pattern (mea. 59-61). In measures 62-64 the subject 

appears in the upper voice above a sixteenth note pattern. 

The subject fi gure appears in stretto in measures 65-66. 

There are two measures of extension leading into the final 

two-measure cadence (mea. 69-70). 

Melody 

The three ... measure subject is contained within an octave· 

range and has a distinctive rhythmic character. The first 

measure consists of' two figures containing a quarter note 

followed by two sixteenth notes ( ). The second measure 

is made up of staccato eighth notes and th.e third measure con

sists of sixteenth notes. The subject has a detached angular 

quality in the .first two measures but the third measure is 

composed of small intervals and diatonie progrP. ssions. 

The first counterpoint, also contained within an octave, 

appears in measure four with the second voice. It contrasts 

rhythmically with the subject and, except for one octave 

interval, is composed primarily of diatonic progressions with 

only a few small skips. 

The second counterpoint is contained within an octave 

range and, except for two intervals of a fourth and one interval 

of a fifth, is composed entirely of diatonic progressions. 

A new counterpoint appears in measure 29 which is narrow 

in range and is compoE.ed of diatonic progressions except !'or 

one interval of a fifth and one interval of a third. 



Six Fugues for the piano, Opus 161 

No. 1~--Allesro moderato 

Form: ABC 

Form 
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This :rour voice fugue is in . the key of G minor. None of 

the cadences which separate the sections of this piece is 

clearly identified., there.fore some of the divisions are vague. 

In Section A the four-measure subject appears first in the 

te ,·:or. It is followed by the second voice in the alto a fifth 

higher (mea. 5-8). There is a one-measure extension (mea. 9) 

followed bJ the statement of the subject b_'/ the third voice 

in the soprano an octave above the first (mea. 10-13). Follow

ing a tt..Jo-measure extension the basB brings in the fourth 

vo:i.ce an octave below the second voice. Ther~E:~ is a cadence 

in G minor in measure 19. 

The middle sectj_on begins with a four-measure extension 

(mea. 19-22) followed by a restatement of the subject (mea. 23-

26) in the soprano with unrelated accompaniment patterns in 

the other voices. This is followed by a two-measure exten

sion (mea. 27-28). In measures 29-33 the subjeot appears 

in stretto and is followed. by four measures {mea.. 3~--37) in 

which a figure of the subject appears in sequence above a 

figure of the first counterpoint which is repeated in sequence. 

In measures 38-41 the subject appears with the first two 

notes syncopate~. In measure 40 a new counterpoint is added 

to the subject. In measures 42-!~9 only two voices are used. 
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One part contains the new counterpoint while the other pa.rt 

contains .fragments of the subject figure invertd and the first 

counte1.,point. In measures 50-52 an unrelated part appears 

simultaneously with the new counterpoint and the .first counter

point figure. The four-measure extension which .follows is 

built on the new counterpoint and an altered .figure o:r the 

third counterpoint. The first part of the subject is stated 

twice (mea. 57-60) with the new counterpoint figure occuring 

simultaneously. The next ten mea~ures (mea. 61-70) form 

an extension and transition section leadlng into the coda. 

'rhis extension consists of atretto of a fi gure of the subject 

inverted (mea. 61-66) and two restatements of a subject figure 

with an accompaning sixt(~enth note passage (mea. 67-70). 

In the coda the subject is stated twice in stretto with 

a. sixteenth note dlatonic passage. In measures 74-75 the 

first part of the subject is pr»esented in diminution and the 

remainder of the subject (mea. 75-76) is given in its natural 

form. There is a two-measure sequence of the subject figure 

{mea,. 76-77) followed by a three-measure pe.spage of rapid 

sixteenth notes (mea. 78-80) and five measures of' chords leading 

to the cadence and the cadence its elf (mea. 81-85). 

Melody 

~'he four-measure subject consists of two accented notes 

in an interval of a seventh followed by sixteenth notes de

scending d1atonically. The remainder of the subject consists 
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of eighth notes arranged in small intervals and diatonic pro

gressions. 

T.he first counterppint consists of an octave skip followed 

by a group of descending notes, f'our detached notes, and a 

measure of eighth notes arranged in small intervals. This 

counterpoint contrasts rhythmically w:tth the subject. 

The second counterpoint consists of a group of d1atonically 

spaced eighth notes followed by five quarter notes descending 

by thirds. 

The third counterpoint consists of six diatonically 

arranged eighth notes followed by two half notes an interval 

of a fourth apart. 

The new counterpolnt {mea.. l~O) consists of triplet groups 

of notes arranged in diatonic succession except f'or occasional 

intervals of a third. 

Six Fugues for the piano, Opus 161 

No. 5--Anda.ntino. guasi alleearetto 

Porm: ABC 

Form 

This three-voice fugue is in the k0y of 1? major and is 

styled a:rter an Invention. In Section A the three-measure 

subject appears in the upper voice. It is followed by the 

second voice which is an imitation of the subject kept within 

the E major scale. This voice appears a fourth lower in the 

middle voice. 11he third voice appearP in the bass an octave 
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(mea. 11-16) followed by a cadence in B major which ends the 

section {mea. 17). 

In measure8 17-33 the ftrst two measures of the subject 

are p:r>esentnd in stretto with -the addition of the .first counter

point in measures 31-]2. There is an eight-measure extension 

(mea 34-41) built on tt.1.e first counterpo:tnt and two figures 

of the .subject. 

There is no definite cadence into Section C but there is 

a change of key and Section C is in the key of' D major~. :MeaPures 

42-69 form a large development section in wh:i.ch the subject 

f'igur•e is presented in stretto in two voices w:.Lth the third 

voice freel·.v based on the .first and second counterpoints. 

In measures 70-74 the second mea~uro of the subject appoars 

inverted in stretto. There is :further stretto of the first 

two measures of the subject in meHsures 75-97. In measures 

98-101 the second measure of the subject appears in sequence 

above a pedal point. In measures 102-129 the subject .figure 

iB further treated in inversion and sequence. i 1he final 

cadence consists of a IV-I pr>ogression (mea. 131-132). 

Melod:y: 

The three-measure subject consistP of a measure of six-

teenth notes followed by three eighth notes and a one-measure 

trill. Except for an octave interval between the .first two 

eighth notes, the melody is composed of diatonic progressions 

and intervals o.f a third. 
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The first counterpoint is made up almost entirely of 

sixtAenth notes arranged in small intervals. It is placed 

above the subject in such a way as to contrast wlth it~ 

The second counterpoint contrasts with both the subject 

and the first counterpoint. It consists of a quarter note 

followed by an eighth note repeated twice and moving in 

diatonic progression with one skip of a .fourth. 

Six fu~ues for the piano, Opus 161 

No. 6-..-Maestoso, ;eoco allegro 

Form: ABC 

F1orm 

This four voice fugue is in the key of C major. In 

Section A the first voice of the five-measure subject is 

presented in the be.sf' alone. 1rhe second voice appears in the 

ro prano an octave and a fifth higher (mea. 6-10). The al to 

presents the subject the third time in the tonic one octave 

above the .first voice and the fourth voice appears in the 

tenor an octave below the second voice. The section ends 

with a cadence in G ma;jor (mea. 20). 

Section B begins with a two-measure extension built on 

a fragment of the subject. In mea8u.res 23-34 the subject 

is restated. with an. inverted first counterpoint followed by 

a sequence of the subject figure. In measures 35-39 the 

subject ls presented twioe in stretto. In meaRures 39-42 

the first figure of the subject is presented inverted in 
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diminution below fragments of' the second figure of the subject 

inverted. In measures 43-50 the first subject figure is 

further pres0nted in stretto. A four-measure chromv.tio 

extension follows which leads into the presentation of a new 

subject. Thia new four.measure subject is presented first 

in the inner voice. The second voice is in the bass and 

appears with the first counterpoint (mea. 59-62). The third 

voice appears in the upper voice in measures 63-66. 1l'he next 

eight measures (mea. 67-74) consist of development of the 

last par•t of the new subject and a figure of the .first subject. 

•Iihis section ends with a cadence in E major (mea. 75). 

Section C consists of twenty measures (rnea. 7.5-94) in 

which the subject figure is presented, with an unrelated 

accomaniment pattern, in inversion and in sequence. In 

measures 95-101 the fi1"st counterpoint and a figure of the 

subject are presented over a pedal point. In measures 102-

112 the subject is presented in stretto and in sequence in 

both hands. In measures 113-117 there is a stretto of the 

first subject figure in diminution. Measures llB-120 consist 

of a sixteenth note pattern in the left hand with a stretto 

of a small subject figure in the right hnnd. Measures 122-

131 consist of chords and octaves leading up to the cadence 

and the cadence itself (mea. 129-131). 

Melody 

The five-mea~ure subject consists of four descending half 

notes followed b:v three measurer:: of eighth notes and sixteenth 
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intervals larger than a fifth. 

The firf,t counter•point consists of a descending four•th 

followed by a gonora.lly ascending pattern of: eighth notes 

and quarter notes w:tth two final measures consiBting of 

an angular detached measure and a measure of' di.atonically 

deAcend:tng e:tghth notes. 

The second counterpoint consists of an ascending tetra

chord with a. small threo-note descending run followed by two 

measure~:. of e:i.ghth notes and sixteen notes ar1:-ii::1nged in small 

intervals except for one interval of' an octave. 

The third counterpoint consists of a descending tet1"0.

chord followed hy a group of notes arranged in small inter

vals. 

The new subject which appearfl. in measur·e 55 is made up 

o.f' two sixteenth note pntterns in whJch one group ascends 

generally in thirds and one descends primarily in diatonic 

progression. 

Feuillet d'Alb'um, Opus 169 

li'orm: One-pa:rit 

Form 

The short piece, in A flat major, begins with five two

measure phrases (mea. 1-10) .followed by an eight-measure 

extension (mea. 11-18). This is followed by two more two

measure phrases and an eight-measure transition which leads 
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into the restatement of the :main theme. Measures 31-42 con

sist of i"ive two-measure phrases and followed by seven measures 

(mea. 43-49) which end the piece. 

Melody 

There is one melodic theme which forms the basts of this 

piece. The melody ts wide in range and is built primarily 

on intervals which figure in t,e harmony of the arpep,giated 

accompaniment pattern with which it is presented. In measures 

1-8 the melody appears in the right hand in single notes over 

an arpeggiated pattern. In measures 9-11 the melody alter'

nates between hands. In measures 12-15 the melody again 

appears in the rig-ht hand over an arpeggiated figure in the 

left hand. The three-measure thirty-second note passage 

(mea. 16-18) is in the right hand alone. In measures 19-20 

the melody is presented in the same way as in measures 5 and 

6. The melodic figure in measures 21-24 appears in the right 

hand with a. chordal type accompaniment. Measures 2.5-30 con

sist of ascending chrotnatic notes, trills and a small cadenza

like run leading back to the main themP. 'This theme, in A 

major, (mea. 31-43), appears in much the same way as the 

A flat major theme in measures 1-10. In measures 44-49 

chromatic passages are followeG by the cadence chords and 

the last measure contains a wide repetition of the tonic 

chord. 



CHAPTER IV 

Sffi"fl\1ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Sunnnary 

It i,,ras the purpose of this study to analyze the solo 

piano music of Saint-Saens in order to point out any special 

techniques used by him and to reveal information about his 

pianistic style. 

The preliminary research in,rolved gathering together 

all the Saint-Saens piano music which has ever been pub

llshed. This was done and the pieces are bound in two volumes 

now on record in the Texa.r Woman's University Library. Material 

on tho life and works of Saint-Saens was gathered from sources 

listed in the bibliography. The next st~p was to analyze 

the piano music in respect to .form, melodic treatment, and 

special techniquAs used by Sa.int-Saens, and to organize the 

findings in a conclusion. 

Conclusions 

Of the fifty-eight piano solos composed by Saint-Saens, 

eleven are fugues. The Opus 135, No. 2, which is a two

voice fugue written for left hand alone, is not a fully 

developed f~e form. Within the remaining ten fugues, there 

are three pieces ( Opus 52, No. 5, Opus 161, No. l, and Opus 

181, No. 3) which conform to the conventional key sequence 
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of tonie--dominant--sub-dominant--tonic.1 The other seven 

pieces contain rather free key treatment. 

There are six three voice fugues and four four voice 

fugues. Two of these, the three voice fugue, Opus 161, No, 

2 and the four voice fugue, Opus 161, No. 6, are double 

fugues. 

Saint-Saens seemed careful to USA clear cadence endings 

to the sections of the fugues. In the fugue, Opus 161, No. 

4., however, none of the cadences is clearly a V-I progression 

except the .t"inal one. There is also an unusual cadential 

ending seen in Opus 161, No. 5 where there is a final IV-I 

progression. The other fugues have positive V-I ca.dentia.l 

endings. In Opus 161, No. 1, however there is a II-I pro

gression which follows the perfect cadence and thus the 

effect of the cadence itself is weakened. 

The composer was not consistent in his use of stretto. 

In four of his fugues, stretto is introduced in the middle 

section., four introduce stretto in the last section, and 

two use no stretto. 

The subjects are primarily diatonic with very few 

accidentals used. '11he subjects arr-~ short, averaging about 

three measures in length. 

1unless otherwise stated, all rules for fugue composition 
are ta~en f~om Percy Goetschius, A~l3lied Counterpoint (New 
York: C:r. Scnirmer, 1902) , pp. 212- 7. 



Saint-Saens was conservative snd convent:lonal in regard 

to form. He had a very high regard for form. In his piano 

solos this is readily observed. His phrases are in units of 

twos, fours, and eights. There are two exceptions to this: 

the Souvenir d 1 Italie, Opus 80 (six-mea.sur•e phrases) and 

the Album .for piano, Opus 72, No. 1 (three-measure phrases). 

He favored the three-part .forra with the one-part form as a 

second choice. For some of' the waltzes he used a group of 

parts .forra2 similar to that used by Chopin in many of his 

waltzes. 

Saint-Saens used the major mode slightly more than the 

minor mode although this does not seem to be an indication 

that he preferred the ma.jor mode. 

Except for the Suite, Opus 90, there is no obvious key 

relationship within the groups of pieces. In this SUite 

all four pieces are in F major. 

It becomes obvious after a study of the piano solos that 

Saint-Saens favored the use of' octaves, double notes, and 

two against tb.l?ee rhythm. These three techniques are the 

most prominently ones used by him. he also used many rapid 

passages, key changes within the piece, and broken chords, 

but these do not e.ppear with enough regularity to be considered 

special devices which he favored. 

2percy Goetschius, !fomophonic Forms££_ Musical Composition 
(New York: G. Schirmer, 191~}, p. 208. 



The Etudes, Opus 52 and Opus 111, include difficult 

problems such as chromatic major and minor thirds, repeated 

double notes, octaves, chroma.tics, and arpeggios. All of 

these problems, howover, can be seen in etudes o.f other 

composers a.swell and can not be considered devices unique 

in and characteristic of Saint-Saens' works. 

Within the wealth of piano music 1tv:rritten by Saint-Saens, 

there is a variety of music ranging from superior to weak. 

Ther•e are many fine pieces which have gone rela.ti vely un

noticed and would be outstanding additions to any pianist's 

repertoire. 
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